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So far, the minimum phase assumption is a standing assumption in the solvabil-
ity conditions of most papers dealing with global robust output regulation problem 
for nonlinear systems. In this thesis, we will show that, by utilizing the state of 
the zero dynamics in the feedback control law design, it is possible to weaken this 
assumption to some degree. This thesis mainly contains three parts. 
In the first part, we design a dynamic state feedback control law to achieve 
the global robust output regulation for a non-minimum phase nonlinear system in 
lower triangular form. The minimum phase assumption is a standing assumption in 
the solvability conditions of all papers dealing with global robust output regulation 
problem for lower triangular nonlinear systems. The main reason for imposing this 
assumption is that the existing approaches have not utilized the feedback of the 
state of the zero dynamics. Based on the existing framework proposed by Huang 
and Chen [13], [30] and [32] which solved the global robust output regulation prob-
lem for minimum phase nonlinear system in lower triangular form, we will show 
that, by utilizing the state of the zero dynamics in the feedback control law design, 
it is possible to weaken the minimum phase assumption. 
A common hypothesis in the literature dealing with the output feedback control 
of nonlinear system is the zero dynamics of the systems under consideration possess 
some strong stability property, i.e. they are globally asymptotically stable or input-
to-state stable. In the second part, we achieve the global robust output regulation 
problem for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems by output feedback 
control. The problem is solved by using reduced-order observer design tool, inter-
nal model together with back-stepping and nonlinear small gain technique. By the 
framework proposed in [32], we convert the output regulation problem to stabiliza-
tion problem. Then we extend the stabilization result in [42] to systems with both 
static and dynamic uncertainties to achieve the purpose of output regulation. 
In the third part, we consider the output regulation problem for RTAC system. 
iv 
The disturbance rejection problem of RTAC system is known as a benchmark prob-
lem for testing nonlinear control design methodologies since 1995. In this part, based 
on the framework proposed in [30]，we first investigate the robust output regulation 
problem of this benchmark problem by taking the angle of the proof body as output. 



























1.1 Non-Minimum Phase Nonlinear Systems 
Linear control is a mature subject with a. long history of successful industrial appli-
cations. In some application situation, a nonlinear system can be approximated by 
a linear system. But many nonlinear systems, such as systems contain discontinuous 
nonlinearities like dead-zones, can not be approximated by linear system. To deal 
with these nonlinearities, we have to adopt nonlinear methodologies. Since linear 
approximation is local in nature, if we are interested in the semi-global or global 
case, linear approximation would no longer work. Applying methodologies of non-
linear system analysis and nonlinear controller synthesis can significantly enhance 
the performance of a control system. 
The concept of zero dynamics is a generalization of the notion of zeros for linear 
systems to nonlinear systems. Since we mainly consider single input single output 
nonlinear systems in this thesis, we briefly introduce the concept of zero dynamics 
and minimum phase for a single input single output nonlinear system here. We 
consider the following affine nonlinear control system, 
X = f{x) +gix)u, 
y = h{x), (1.1) 
where x e R^ is the state, u e R is the control input and y e R is the system 
output, f : R"^ g .. RJ" 一 FT and h : HI" — R. We suppose system (1.1) has 
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a relative degree of r < n at = 0. 
There exist n — r sufficiently smooth functions rji{x), 1 < i < n — r satisfying 
< drji.g >— 0 and a coordinate transformation defined by (1.2) 
mix) 
_ ， ， 
r ( X ) = 丨 “ = T J r ^ - r i x ) (1.2) 
z{x) 
L 」 
such that performing the coordinate transformation (1.2) to (1.1) yields the following 
normal form (1.3) for system (1.1): 
Z\ = Z2 
Zr-l = Zr 
Zr 二 (j/fh� + LgLy�(a;)u) 
力 = 
y = zu (1.3) 
where the notation Lfh{x) denotes the Lie derivative of the function h along the 
vector filed / . 
Define the following input transformation 
以二 “ 巧 、 ) J ’ (1.4) 
to (1.3) such that (1.3) can be expressed into a more compact form as follows: 
i i = 22 
Z'p一\ — Zf 
Zr = U 
V = 7(之’ 
y = zi- (1.5) 
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Equation (1.5) can be expressed into a more compact form as follows: 
i = Az + Bu 
V 二 7(2,^7) 
y = Cz (1.6) 
where 
0 1 0 … 0 0 
0 0 1 ••• 0 0 
A = 丨 丨 丨 . . . 丨 , B = 丨 ’ C = [ 1 0 … 0 ] . 
0 0 0 … 1 0 
0 0 0 … 0 1 
Roughly, the zero dynamics of (1.1) can be obtained by the following n — r 
dimensional subsystem: 
力⑴二 7(0，"⑴)’ (1.7) 
which has an equilibrium point at 77 = 0. 
Also, without introducing too many technical jargons, we call system (1.1) a min-
imum phase system if the equilibrium point 77 = 0 of (1.7) is an asymptotically 
stable equilibrium point. Otherwise, a system is not minimum phase is called non-
minimum phase. 
Control of non-minimum phase nonlinear system is known as a very hard task, 
especially by output feedback control. The difficulty is static output feedback con-
trol law cannot stabilize the unstable zero dynamics. Also it can be verified that the 
input-output linearization based control laws can only handle minimum phase non-
linear system. So far most of the papers in literature proposed the minimum phase 
assumption to the zero dynamics. Only a few papers handled non-minimum phase 
nonlinear systems. Even fewer papers dealt with the global stabilization or output 
regulation problem for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems. Therefore, we aim 
to solve the (global) robust output regulation problem for a class of non-minimum 
phase nonlinear systems. 
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1.2 Robust Output Regulation Problem 
The (robust) output regulation problem is one of the most fundamental problems 
in systems and control. Many control problems encountered in our daily life can be 
formulated into an output regulation problem. Roughly speaking, the robust output 
regulation problem investigates the problem of designing a feedback controller for 
an uncertain plant to achieve asymptotic tracking for a class of reference signals 
and/or disturbance rejection for a class of disturbance signals while maintaining the 
stability of the closed-loop system. Particularly, in this thesis, we assume that both 
the reference input and disturbance signal are generated by a linear autonomous 
system which is called exosystem. 
For linear systems, the output regulation problem has been thoroughly studied 
in 1970s by many people including Davison, Francis’ and Wonham, just to name 
a few. In mid 1970s, Francis and Wonham considered the local version of output 
regulation problem for a class of nonlinear systems with constant exogenous signals. 
This topic for general nonlinear systems was further studied by Huang and Hugh 
in the late 1980s. The output regulation problem for nonlinear systems subject 
to time-varying exogenous signals was first studied by Isidori and Byrnes in 1990 
and later by Huang and Hugh. The solvability condition of the output regulation 
problem was worked out in terms of the solvability of a set of Sylvester equations. 
One of the most important outcome of the above research is the internal model 
principle, which converts the output regulation problem into the well-known eigen-
value assignment problem for an augmented linear system. Therefore, to establish 
a general theory for output regulation problem for uncertain nonlinear systems sub-
ject to time-varying exogenous signals, it is nature for us to consider the inherent 
connection between the output regulation problem and the stabilization problem of 
some appropriate augmented system. 
The first exciting result regarding the above idea was proposed by Isidori and 
Byrnes. They found that, by introducing the center manifold theory, it is possible 
to use a set of set of equations, known as regulator equations, to characterize the 
steady state of an exactly known nonlinear system. Based on the solution of the 
regulator equations, they solved the locally asymptotic tracking and disturbance 
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rejection problem for an exactly known plant. 
However, when the plant contains uncertainty, the solution of the regulator equa-
tions in general depends on the uncertainty, which makes the steady state immeasur-
able hence it cannot be used for feedback design. One way to overcome the difficulty 
is to design a compensator that does not rely on the unknown parameter to repro-
duce the solution of the regulator equations. In 1991, Huang found that, it is possible 
for us to solve the local robust output regulation problem for uncertain nonlinear 
systems given the solution of the regulator equations is polynomial in the exogenous 
signals. Huang's approach reveals a nonlinear version of the internal model prin-
ciple. The robust output regulation problem was further pursued by Byrnes and 
Isidori, Delli Priscoli, and Khalil, generating various techniques and insights to this 
important issue. Recently, Huang and Chen established a new framework [30] for 
handling the general robust output regulation problem (local or nonlocal) for non-
linear systems by introducing the concept of the steady-state generator and giving 
a new interpretation to the internal model. The framework effectively converts the 
robust output regulation problem into a corresponding robust stabilization problem 
for an appropriate augmented system. 
However, all the above results for output regulation of nonlinear systems allow 
only bounded exogenous signals produced by an exosystem with neutrally stable 
equilibrium. In [16], the authors give a general formulation of the robust output 
regulation problem. This formulation admits unbounded exogenous signals. In 
Ding's recent works, he deals with output regulation for nonlinear systems with 
nonlinear exosystems, also he deals with adaptive output regulation for nonlinear 
systems with unknown exosystems. Most of the works dealing with the robust output 
regulation problem, can only handle exogenous signal that is a finite combination 
of step and sinusoidal functions. In some of Ding's most recent works which deal 
with nonlinear systems which can be globally transform into output feedback form, 
he handles more general exogenous signals, generated by some not exactly known 
nonlinear exosystems, covering asymmetric wave forms in the half period such as 
alternating sawtooth wave form and signals generated from nonlinear oscillation 
such as Van de Pol oscillators, as well as signals with symmetric half-period wave 
forms such as triangular wave form. 
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1.3 Global Robust Output Regulation for Non-
Minimum Phase Nonlinear Systems in Lower 
Triangular Form 
In this thesis, we mainly consider the robust output regulation problem for the 
following nonlinear systems (or its special case) in lower triangular form: 
xi = fi{z,xuv,w) + bi{v,w)x2, 
±2 = f2{z,Xi,X2,V,w) + b2{v,w)X3, 
Xr 二 /r(2;’;ri’...，：1^’1>’1/;)+ 6r(t;’u;)w’ 
y 二 3：1’ 
e = y-g(v,iv), (1.8) 
where z 6 K^, Xi 6 z = 1, • • • , r, are the states, u e R is the input, y e R is the 
output, V e R"^ is the exogenous signal representing either the disturbance signal 
or the reference input or both, and w G JFT'" is an unknown constant vector. The 
functions / , fiJ = 1，.. •，r and q are sufficiently smooth functions vanishing at the 
origin, and bi’i 二 1,…,r, are sufficiently smooth functions. 
The global robust output regulation problem for (1.8) is studied by Chen and 
Huang in [13], [32] by state feedback and in [17] by output feedback control. They 
have assumed that the zero dynamics z subsystem have a strong RISS property 
with respect to the uncertainty w and the exogenous signals v and with z as state 
xi as input. In this thesis, we further investigate the global robust output regulation 
problem for (1.8) but remove the minimum phase assumption on the zero dynamics. 
There are several articles regarding to stabilization and/or disturbance rejection 
for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems such as [18], [19], [20], [21]， [38], 
[18], [42], [43], [49], [55] and [61]. In [18]’ the author handles a class of 
non-minimum phase nonlinear system has only one non-minimum phase zero. He 
introduces a state transformation to the original system such that the transformed 
system remained in lower triangular form with the non-minimum phase zero in the 
6 
first line. Based on observer backstepping, the authors obtain stabilization result 
for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems in output feedback form with an unstable 
zero [61]. [19] deals with the stabilization problem of non-minimum phase nonlinear 
systems with critically unstable zero dynamics. [20] deals with the semi-global 
stabilization problem for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems that can 
be transformed into output feedback form and furthermore can be transformed into 
the global normal form. The number of unstable zeros are assume to be arbitrary 
in [20). Rejection of unknown sinusoidal disturbances in a class of single input 
single output non-minimum phase nonlinear systems in the output feedback form is 
investigated in [21]. Instead of designing an output feedback control law to stabilize 
the system, it is assumed that there exists an output feedback control law stabilizes 
the disturbance free system. Also the disturbance is assumed to be appeared in 
company with the control input in [21], that is the virtual control input can be 
defined as u = u — fx, where u is the control input, and fi is the disturbance signal. 
This result is extended to MIMO nonlinear systems in [49). In [55], the authors 
show that if 
(i) the nonlinear system under consideration can be globally transformed into 
the output feedback form which implies the existence of the global exponential 
observer, and 
(ii) the system is minimum phase with respect to a new output which is a 
linear combination of the transformed state coordinate, 
then there exists an output feedback control law such that the closed-loop of the 
nonlinear system under consideration is globally exponentially stable. It is shown in 
[42], [43] that, by using a reduced order observer design tool together with standard 
backstepping and small-gain techniques, it is possible to design a stabilizing output 
feedback controller for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear system in lower 
triangular structure without uncertainty. In this thesis, we will further pursue the 
global output regulation problem for nonlinear systems in lower triangular form. 
Specifically, in chapter 2’ we will address the global robust output regulation problem 
for (1.8) by state feedback control based on the global stabilization and output 
regulation results for the same class of minimum phase nonlinear in lower triangular 
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form proposed in [32], while in chapter 3，we will address this problem by output 
feedback control but assume the plant to be a special case of (1.8). Techniques used 
in Chapter 3 partially based on the general framework deals with output regulation 
developed in [30] and partially based on the preliminary result on global stabilization 
for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems in lower triangular form. 
1.4 Rotational/Translational Actuator System 
The RTAC system, which is short for rotational/translational actuator system, is a 
(weakly) non-minimum phase nonlinear system. Since the eigenvalues of the zero 
dynamics of this system are on the imaginary axis, the RTAC system is a non-
minimum phase nonlinear system with non-hyperbolic zero dynamics. The purpose 
of introducing this system is to provide a low-dimensional nonlinear system for 
testing the nonlinear control design techniques. The problem of designing a feedback 
controller to achieve stability and disturbance rejection objectives while maintaining 
good transient response was first proposed in [4] in 1995 and has been a nonlinear 
benchmark problem since then. Lost of papers have addressed this problem such as 
[41, [5], [61，[24], [26], [32], [34]，[46], [49], [51], [57], [71], [74] and a 
recent publication [2], just to name a few. In [26], the disturbance rejection problem 
for the RTAC system has been formatted as an output regulation problem. In [34], 
the authors investigate this problem by measurement output feedback control, where 
the position of the cart has been taken as system output and both the position of 
the cart and the angular position of the proof body have been taken as measurement 
output. We will address the robust asymptotic disturbance rejection problem for 
this system by output feedback control, where we will choose the angular position 
of the proof body as output and use it for feedback design only. 
1.5 Organization and Contributions 
The reminder of this thesis is organized as follows. 
Chapter 2: Minimum phase has been a standing assumption on the solvability of 
the global robust output regulation problem of lower triangular nonlinear systems. 
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In this chapter, we will show that, by utilizing the state of the zero dynamics in the 
feedback control law design, it is possible to weaken this assumption to some degree. 
Chapter 3: We investigate the global robust output regulation problem for a class 
of non-minimum phase nonlinear system by output feedback control. The problem 
is solved by using observer design tool, internal model together with backstepping 
and nonlinear small gain technique based on the framework proposed in [32] and 
the stabilization result in [42]. 
Chapter 4-' We study the disturbance rejection problem and robust disturbance 
rejection problem for the RTAC system by output feedback control. Only the angular 
position of the proof body is used for feedback design. 
Chapter 5: Some concluding remarks and future prospects are given in this 
chapter. 




Global Robust Output Regulation 
for Non-Minimum Phase 
Nonlinear Systems in Lower 
Triangular Form 
Minimum phase has been a standing assumption on the solvability of the global 
robust output regulation problem of lower triangular nonlinear systems. In this 
chapter, we will show that, by utilizing the state of the zero dynamics in the feed-
back control law design, it is possible to weaken this assumption to some degree. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 gives an introduction to the global 
robust output regulation problem for the class of nonlinear systems in lower trian-
gular form. In section 3.2，we propose some common assumptions. The solvability 
condition is given in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we work out some numerical ex-
amples to illustrate the proposed design method. Section 3.5 gives a concluding 
remark. 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we will consider the global robust output regulation problem for the 
class of lower triangular nonlinear systems described as follows: 
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i = f{z,xi,v,w), 
= fl{z,Xi,V,w) +bi{v,w)X2, 
X2 = f2{z,XuX2,V,w) + b2{v,'w)X3, 
ir = ,Xr,V,w) -hbr(v,w)u, 
y = Xu 
e = y - q{v,w) (2.1) 
where z G BJ^, Xi G i?, i = 1, • • • ,r, are the states, u G i? is the input, y e R is the 
output, V e W is the exogenous signal representing either the disturbance signal 
or the reference input or both, and w 6 R � i s an unknown constant vector. The 
functions f,f“i = 1,…，r and q are sufficiently smooth functions vanishing at the 
origin, and 6j, z = 1, • • • ,r, are sufficiently smooth functions. The exogenous signal 
is assumed to be generated by a linear system 
i) = Aiv (2.2) 
where Ai is some constant matrix. System (2.2) is also called exosystem. 
Various versions of the global robust output regulation problem for system (2.1) 
have been described [13], [30], [45] and [63]. Here, we adopt the version formulated 
in [30] and rephrase the problem as follows. Given any compact sets V C. W and 
W C i?"'"，find a controller of the form 
i = = (2.3) 
where ^ G for some integer n^ is the state of the controller, k and g^  are 
sufficiently smooth functions vanishing at the origin such that, for any v{0) eV,we 
W, and any initial state of the plant and the controller, the trajectory of the closed-
loop system exists and is bounded for all i > 0’ and the tracking error e{t) approaches 
zero asymptotically, i.e., 
lim e ⑴ = 0 . (2.4) 
t—^OO 
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The subsystem z = /(z, 0,0,0) is the zero dynamics of system (2.1) when the 
exogenous signal v and the uncertain parameter w in (2.1) are set to zero. In 
this chapter, without introducing too many technical jargons, we will call system 
(2.1) a minimum phase system if the equilibrium of i = f{z, 0, 0,0) at the origin 
is globally asymptotically stable, and non-minimum phase if otherwise. So far, the 
minimum phase assumption is a standing assumption in the solvability conditions 
of all papers dealing with global robust output regulation problem for nonlinear 
systems [13], [30], [45], [63]. The main reason for imposing this assumption is that 
the existing approaches have not utilized the feedback z of the zero dynamics. In 
this chapter, we will show that, by utilizing the state z of the zero dynamics in the 
feedback control law design, it is possible to weaken this assumption to some degree. 
2.2 Assumptions and Preliminaries 
As is now well known that, under some assumptions, the global robust output regu-
lation problem for a given plant can be converted into a global robust stabilization 
problem of an augmented system composed of the given plant and the so called 
internal model. To introduce this conversion, let us list the following assumptions. 
Assumpt ion 2.1 The exosystem is neutrally stable, i.e., the eigenvalues of A\ are 
simple and have zero real parts. 
Assumpt ion 2.2 For z = 1, - • • ,r, bi{v,w) > 0 for all v G and w € iT"'. 
Assumpt ion 2.3 There exists a sufficiently smooth function z{v, w), with z (0 ,0 )= 
0 satisfying, for all v G R\ and w G 
彻(:，)成幻 二 f{z{v,w),q{v,w),v,w). (2.5) 
ov 
Remark 2.1 Under Assumption 2.3，the solution of the regulator equations of sys-
12 
tern (2.1) exists globally and can be obtained as follows: 
Xi("y，u») = q{v, w) 
X2(仏切)=bi{v w) (3x1^’切)— fiiz{v,w),:xii{v,w),v,w)y 
bi^i{v,w) \ dv 
-fi-i{z{v,w),xi{v,w),-- • i = 3’ …,r 
br(v,w) V 9v y 
The solution of the regulator equations will be denoted by z(v, w),x(v, w),u(v, w) 
with x(v,w) = col(xi(v,w), • • • ,Xr(v,w)) and u(v,w) = Xr+i(v,w). i 
We further assume that the solution of the regulator equations satisfies the fol-
lowing: 
Assumpt ion 2.4 For i = 1, • • • ,m, and j = 1, ••• ,r there exist integers noi, nj 
and sufficiently smooth functions, which vanish at the origin, 丁qi : i?"。<， 
Tot : R and Tj : Tj : iT) ^^ R�and matrices ^oi e i?沖""oi’ 
€ K^^^^i such that, for all trajectories of the exosystem and all w G R^"', 
at 
dT入二 屯 ： X j + i { v , w ) = rj{Tj{v,w)). 
Moreover, the pairs (^oi, ^oi) and (^ j , ^ j ) are observable, where 屯oi and ^^ are 
the gradient of Toi and Tj at the origin, respectively. 
Remark 2.2 Under Assumptions 2.1 to 2.4, it is possible to construct an internal 
model for system (2.1) in the sense described in [30]. In fact, for i = 1, • • • , m, 
and j = 1, • • • ,r, let (Mq,；, A o^i) and [Mj, Nj) be controllable pairs with Mqi and 
Mj Hurwitz and Noi and Nj column vectors, let Toi and Tj satisfy the Sylvester 
equations Toi^oi — MoiToi = A^oi^oi and Tj^j - M/I) = Nj'^j, let 0oi = ToiToi and 
= TjTj, and "。i = T(To-Voi) and (3j = Then, the following system 
ioi = MoiTjoi + Noi{zi - l3oi{r]oi) + = 1，... ’ m 
Vj = Mjiy + - pjirjj) + 免/I]-�)’j = 1’ … ’ r (2.6) 
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is an internal model of (2.1) with output Zi,i = 1,... ,m, and = 1 , . . . , r . 
For convenience, denote the first m systems in the internal model (2.6) as follows: 
力0 = Mo77O + No{z - poM + ^oTo-^o), (2.7) 
where 
rjQ = COl(77oi，... ’77om)’ 
PiVo) = col(/?(77oi)’...’/?(彻 m)), 
Mo = block diag(Moi,... ’ Mom), 
No = block diag(A^oi,... ’ A o^m), 
$0 = block diag(<^>oi,.. • ’ <^ >om), 
To = block diag(Toi,--- .Tom). 
I 
Next, define the coordinate and input transformation 
乏 = z - Po {rio)， 
fjo 二 
Vi = Vi - Oi{v,w) - h~\v,w)NiXi, z = 1, • • • ,r 
= x\ — xi {v,w) — e 
Xi+i = rci+i _/?i(?7i)’ i = ,r - 1 
u = u - PriVr) 
where 0o = col(0oi,. •.,没Om) 
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This transformation converts the augmented system composed of the original 
plant and the internal model into the following form: 
去=f(z,Vo,^i,v,w), 
圭 1 = fi(z,Vo,m,Xi,v,w) + bi(v,w)x2, 
疗 0 = (Mo + No%To-^)7jo + Noz, 
知 = m - e - - h-\v,w)NA 
ov 
={Mi + Ni^iT-'){fji + b-\v,w)NiXi) - Nipiifji + b-\v,w)NiXi + 9^) 
- 挪 I 切)AlvNiXi - b-\v, w)Ni (ji (乏，•^ 0’ 巧1，... 
-bi{v, w)(5i{fii + h-\v, w)NiXi + , i = l ’ . . . ’ r . (2.8) 
where Xr+\ — u and 
f{z,7iQ,Xuv,w) = f(z + /3o(fjo + 9o),Xi +xi(v,w),v,w) -
fi{z,fjo,fjuXuv,w) = /i {z + po{fjo + 0o),xi + xi {v,w),v,'w) 
+ + + e,)-机•二如’ 
二 fi{z + Po{fio + eo),xi +xi{v,w), 
X2 + Piim + b];\v,w)NiXi + 01)’...’ 
+k{v,w)m + + 氏 ) -巧 i f a - 1 ) 力“ 
% —— 2 J . . . ^ 
Using the identity (3抵 + b-\v,w)NiXi + 幻 - + b-\v,w)NiXi + Oi) + 
/^!2】(�i + 乂i>,w)Ni无i + 9i) in the above equation gives 
( 己 b一 1 / \ \ 
六i = MiTji - 7Vi/?fl(r)i + b-\v,w)NiXi + 0,,) + (b-'(v,w)Mi - -J-p^Aiv) 
\ 0” J 
—b办,w)(0i(fji + b-' {v, w)NiXi + 9i) - -^iT-'Oiiv, w))) • 
Let (2o’2i’22’ • •.，<2V) = {fjQ,fji,fj2,... and /i = {v,w). Then, in terms of the 
coordinate (乏’ zq.zi, - • • ,Zr,Xi, • • • ’ ；r^), equation (2.8) can be put into the following 
15 
form. 
玄 = f o { z , Z o , X i , i i { t ) ) , 
圭 i = /i (乏’ 20,2；1，...，Zi，5i’..-,无i’/i⑴）+ 6i("⑴)无 i+i’ i = 1，...，r 
ii = Qi{z,z0,zi,••‘ ,Zi ,Xu-" i = I,-- - ,r (2.9) 
where 
fo{z,Zo,Xi,i^{t)) 二 /(乏’彻，无i’/i⑴） 
Qo(乏’ 2：0’ 无1，"⑴）=(Mo + iVo 屯 0『0-1)彻+ iVo 乏’ 
and, for i = 1,...，r, 
二 MiZi - + b-\f,{t))NiXi + OMt))) 
= ( " ⑴ W —洲「 i j "⑴ )y l iQ iV成 
V dv J 
一 K�f4ty)Ni(ji[2�fio,fh,…，•^i，无1’…，无i’"⑴） 
- w m m i + b-\fi{t))NiXi + 9Mt)))—句 剛 ) y 
It should be pointed out that zoyzi, - • • , • • • ,Xi,fj,{t)) does not depend 
on the variable Zi since, 
fi (乏，Vo.-nuxu " � ) - ( " � ( 巧 1 + b^\fiit))N,x, + e, (fi{t))) 
= fi{z + Poivo + 办("⑴))，无1 + Xi 圓 ， m - 机 二 ： ⑴ ) 如 ’ 
which does not depend on 771, and for i = 2, ••‘ , r, 
fi (乏，•^ 0’ 力1’ … , f i i , x i , - - ' , Xi,"⑴）-bi{i^{t))pi{fji + b~\ii)NiXi + 9i{fi{t))) 
= f i { z + Poilo + eoifi{t))),Xi + + PiiVi + bT 乂卿 Ni 元 1 + � ) ) ’ 
• • • + + b-^Mtm-i^i-i + -
which does not depend on rji. 
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Remark 2.3 The internal model defined in (2.6) is different from the internal model 
described in [30] in that we need additional m subsystems "oi，i = 1，…,m, each 
corresponds to the state variable Zi, to estimate the steady state of the state variable 
Zi. Using a technique similar to the proof of Corollary 3.1 of [30], it is possible to 
show that, given any compact subset V C W and W C i?""', if a controller of the 
form 
U 二 fc (乏，Si’ •.. ’元r’€) 
i = (2.10) 
where〔 G and k and C are sufficiently smooth satisfying /c (0, • • • , 0) = 0 and 
((•，••• ,0) = 0, solves the global robust stabilization problem for the augmented 
system (2.9) for all Vq E V and all w eW, then the following controller 
u = /3r{r}r) + k{z - Po{r]o),e,X2 - PliVl),- " , Xr - Pr-\{Vr-l), ^^ . 
i = C (之一 A)("。)’e’:C2 -/?1(771)’... ’:rv - A^-l(7]r-l)’<^ )， 
�0 = Mo?7o + ^^{z - f3o{r]o) + 
ii = Mifji + - PiM + <ifiT-%),i = 1, • • • ,r (2.11) 
solves the global robust output regulation problem for the plant (2.1) for all vq E V 
and all w G W. i 
2.3 Solvability Conditions 
By far, we have converted the global robust output regulation problem of system 
(2.1) into the global robust stabilization problem of the augmented system (2.9). 
Let us further introduce the notation Zq = col(乏，zq). Then system (2.9) can be put 
into the following form. 
io = Qo{Zo,xi,fi(t)), 
Xi = fi{z,zo,zw- ,Zi,Xu--' + bi{ii{t))xi+u i = ,r 
Zi = Qi{z,z0,zi,--• 2 = I,-- - ,r (2.12) 
where 
O o ( Z o ’ 无 1 ’ " ⑴ ） = ’ 力 2 亡 0 . (2.13) 
QQ{z,zo,xi,n{t)) _ 
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System (2.12) has the same structure as system (5.6) in [30]. Such system can be 
considered as a lower triangular system subject to dynamic uncertainty represented 
by subsystems governing Zq, Zj, i = 1, • • •，r. The solvability condition of the global 
stabilization of system (2.12) has been given by Proposition 5.6 of [30] for the case 
where the subsystem governing Zq is assumed to be robust input-to-state stable 
(RISS) with Zq as state and Xi as state. Since, we have assumed that system (2.1) 
is not a minimum phase system, we cannot assume the subsystem governing Zq is 
RISS here. Nevertheless, by slightly modifying the result of Proposition 5.6，it is 
still possible to obtain the solvability condition of the global stabilization of system 
(2.12). For this purpose, let us first list two more assumptions. 
Assumption 2.5 There exists a smooth function q:o(乏）such that the following 
system 
含o=[/。(乏’卻’ a。⑷+ fi’"⑴）)’力2力0’ (2.14) 
Qo{z,ZQ,ao{z) + XuKt)) _ 
is RISS with respect to fi with state Zq and input Xi and has a known C^ gain 
function Ko(.). 
Assumption 2.6 For z = 1,. . . ,r, the system 
Zi = Qi{z,ZQ,Zi,'-- t>to>0, i = I,-- - ,r, (2.15) 
is RISS with respect to /i with state Zt and input col(乏，Zq, zi, • • • ’ Zi-i, Xi, - • • , xi) 
and has a known C^ gain function Ki(-). 
Remark 2.4 The concept of RISS for systems of the form (2.12) is precisely char-
acterized in Chapter 7 of [32] and Assumption 2.6 means that, given any compact 
subsets V and W, there exist some class JCC functions (.’.），some known class 
/Coo functions k：：丄.),i = 1’. . . ’r, which are independent of /i, such that, for all 
/i : [to, oo) ^ V xW, the solutions Zi{t) of Zi = Qi (2, zq, zi, • •. , Zi,Xi,- • • ,Xi,ii{t)), 
z = 1, • • • , r, exist and satisfy, for all t > t Q > 0 , 




A similar interpretation can be given to Assumption 2.5. Thus, a modification of 
Proposition 5.6 of [30] gives the following result, i 
Theorem 2.1 Under Assumptions 2.2 and 2.5 to 2.6, given any compact subsets 
V and W, there exists a sufficiently smooth state feedback controller of the form 
u = k{z, xi, ••‘ ,Xr) satisfying fc(0,0, • • •，0) = 0 such that the equilibrium point of 
the closed-loop system (2.12) at the origin is globally asymptotically stable for all 
/ i ： [to, o o ) y X V K . I 
Remark 2.5 In [30], an important case where the satisfaction of Assumption 2.6 
can be verified is discussed and is summarized here. For z = 1, • • • , r, let Pj be a 
symmetric positive definite matrix such that 
PiMi + MjPi = -I. (2.17) 
Then Assumption 2.6 is satisfied if there exists a positive number Rt < I satisfying 
-2zTPiN, + d,) - pfidi)) < ( 1 - i^Olkiir (2.18) 
for all Zi, di. It is interesting to note that condition (2.18) is always satisfied when 
Pi is a linear function. Comparing with Assumption 2.6，Assumption 2.5 may be 
more intriguing. On one hand, there are chances that Assumption 2.5 may be made 
satisfied by utilizing a partial state feedback control. On the other hand, it is not 
transparent whether or not the satisfaction of Assumption 2.5 can be made by a 
partial state feedback control. Nevertheless, the following example shows that, for 
appropriate examples, it is possible to find some clue to make Assumption 2.5 be 
satisfied, i 
2.4 Numerical Examples 
In this section, we will give several examples to interpret how the design method 
works. And we also give two special cases: the first one is when Assumption 2.5 
would always be satisfied given that the zero dynamics is stabilizable, while in the 
second one we will show that Assumption 2.5 would never be satisfied. 
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Example 2.1 We consider the global output regulation problem for the following 
non-mini mum phase nonlinear system in lower triangular form. 
z = z -2x\, 
±1 = z - Xi + 2X2, 
X2 = + lOOu, 
y = xu 
e = y-vi, 
Vl = 
V2 = -Vl. (2.19) 
The solution of the regulator equation can be easily obtained as follows: 
Z{v) = Vl + V2, 
xi ⑷ 二 Vu 
X2 ⑷ 二 0， 
U(…二 = Y z^(^ ). (2.20) 
Since X 2 ⑷ = 0 , there is no need to find a steady state generator for X2. We 
only need to find a steady state generator for z and u. As a matter of fact, due 
to the linear relation between z(v) and u(v), it is possible to find a simple steady 
Vl + V2 0 1 
state generator for both 2； and u as follows. Let t 二 ，尘二 . 
V2 - v\ -1 0 
屯 1 = [1 0] and 少2 = 0]. Then it can be verified that 十=<I>t, and z{v)=屯it 
and u(i;)=屯2T. Choose 
O i l 厂 0 
M= ,N= . 
-3 -1 J [ 1 




Thus, 0 = TV, Pi(e)=屯iT—1 没’ and (hW = 
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The internal model is thus given by 
7) = Mr} + Nz. (2.21) 
Performing on the plant and the internal model the following coordinate and input 
transformation: 
fj = Tj — 9 
z = 
= Xi - Xi(ti) = e, 
X2 — 
U = u -
gives the augmented system as follows: 
I = i - ^ i T " ^ ? ) 
=2 - 2x1 -屯i^T-i(M” + Nz) 
= z + — 2xi - 2vi -少ir—1 ((M + TV屯iT—i)" + Nz) 
= ( 1 - 屯 iT—liv)乏-2xi + (屯 1了-1 -屯 巧’ 
= [ 3 -1 )^-2x1 , 
二 . dxi{v). 
= oci -^v 
ov 
=Z - Xi+2X2- V2 
= z + ^iT-^t? - Xi-Vi -V2 + 2X2 
= z + [2 I]fi-Xi+2X2, 
= X2 
= - z + x\ + lOOu, 
f] = {M + N^iT-'^)fj + Nz 
0 1 1 _ [0 _ 
= fj + Z. 
- 1 0 J [ 1 
To facilitate the stabilization of the augmented system, perform the following 
transformation fj = fj — Kz such that 
疗 = ( ( M + iV屯ir-i)-/([3 - l])fi + Nz + 2Kxi. 
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— 3 2 
Select K = [I O f so that S = [M + TV^iT"^) - K[?> - 1] = and 
[ - 1 0 
eig(<S) = { —1, —2}. The augmented system now becomes 
I = 32 + [3 - 1]77-2xi, 
击 1 = 3z + [2 l]fi - + 2x2, 
圭 2 = -2 + Xj + lOOu, 
• r -3 1 「 2 
fj = Sfj + z + Xi. 
[ 0 J [ 0 
Letting Zq = col(f, fj) gives 
3 3 - 1 一 2 
ZQ= - 3 - 3 2 + 2 无 1 
0 - 1 0 0 
which is not stable. Nevertheless, letting 无i = l.7z + Xi gives 
-0.4 3 -1 -2 
ZQ = 0.4 -3 2 ^ 0 + 2 xi 
0 - 1 0 0 
=AqZq + BqXi. 
The eigenvalues of the matrix A) are {-2.7184, -0.3408 + 0.176H, -0.3408 -
0.17612} which indicates that Zq subsystem is ISS with Zq as state X\ as input. Next 
consider 
Xi = xi — l.lz 
= 1 . 9 8 ^ +[-3.1 2.71^ + 2.4x1+2^2, 
We choose X2 = -Xi + £2, and let Zi 二 coZ(_^o,5i)， 
-0.4 3 - 1 - 2 0 
. 0.4 -3 2 2 0 
Zi = Zi + X2 
0 - 1 0 0 0 
1.98 -3.1 2.7 0.4 2 
=AiZi + BiXi. 
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The eigenvalues of the matrix A^ are {-1.2877+2.7640?；, -1.2877-2.7640z, —0.2123+ 
0.6030z, —0.2123 — 0.6030z}, which indicates the matrix Ai is Hurwitz, and Zi sys-
tem is ISS with Z\ as state, X2 as input. Finally, consider the dynamics of xi 
subsystem, 
X2 = + Xi 
= 0 . 9 8 z + [-3.1 2.1]f} + 0.4Ji + + 2x2 + lOOu. 
Choose u = 一•无？ — and let Z飞=col(Zi’ X2). The closed-loop system is given 
by 
-0.4 3 - 1 - 2 0 
0.4 -3 2 2 0 
= 0 - 1 0 0 0 而 = 
1.98 -3.1 2.7 0.4 2 
0.98 -3.1 2.7 0.4 -3 
Since eig(/l2) = {-4.0519, -0.2748 + 0.5440z, -0.2748 - 0.5440i, -0.6992 + 
3.07862, -0.6992 - 3.0786z}, which indicates that A2 is a Hurwitz matrix, the 
closed-loop system is GAS. Finally the overall controller is given by 
u = - ^{{x, - 1.7{z - ^iT-^)) + 0:2) + 
Computer simulation are conduct to illustrate the performance of the closed-loop 
system. For the initial condition [2(0)’ x(0), 77(0), ?;(•)] = [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ] , Figure 
2.1 shows the profile of tracking performance and the error function. Figure 2.2 
illustrates the trajectories of zero dynamics and its steady state and Figure 2.5 the 
profile of control input and its steady state, while Figure 2.3-2.4 shows the profile 
of the other state variable and trajectories of internal model. 
Figure 2.6 - Figure 2.11，are listed for initial state as [z(0), a;(0), 7 (^0), (0)]= 
[1 100 1 10 1 10 •]. 
I 
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Figure 2.1: System output and reference signal and tracking error 
Trajectories of zero dynamics and its steady state 
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Figure 2.2: Trajectories of zero dynamics and its steady state 
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Control input and its steady state 
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Figure 2.5: The profile of control input and its steady state 
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Figure 2.6: System output and reference signal and tracking error 
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Trajectories of zero dynamics and its steady state 
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Figure 2.7: Trajectories of zero dynamics and its steady state 
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Figure 2.8: Trajectory of X2 
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Trajectories of the internal model states 
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Figure 2.9: Trajectories of internal model 
Control input and its steady state 
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Figure 2.10: The profile of control input and its steady state 
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Control input and its steady state 
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Figure 2.11: The profile of control input and its steady state 
Example 2.2 We consider the global disturbance rejection problem for the follow-
ing non-minimum phase nonlinear system in lower triangular form. 
= 22， 
Z2 = -Zi + exi + Vi, 
ii = X2, 
X2 = ^~o~(ecosa;i(2;i - (1 + a;^)esina;i - ？;i) + u), 
1 — e^  cos」Xi 
y = xi, (2.22) 
where e = 0.2 is the system parameter. We suppose the exogenous signal is generated 
by the following autonomous system: 
？>1 = _ 2 、 
V2 = < 1. 
(2.22) is in the form of (2.1) with assumption 2.1 holds, and the exosystem satisfies 
assumption 2.2. We introduce the following input transformation to (2.22) 
u = ^ ~ - ( e c o s x i f z i - (1 + 0:2)6sin xi) + u), (2.23) 




Z2 = —Zi + exi + vi, 
二 2；2’ 
. ecosxi / … 
002 - U- 2 2 ~ 巧 . (2.24) 
1 - e^ cos^ xi 
The solution of the regulator equations for (2.24) is then 
Zi⑷ 
! 、 Z2 ⑷ 
X ⑷ 二 ， 
UJ 一 丄 
•L-liv) = OjJV2, 
u ⑷ ( 2 . 2 5 ) 
Let n(v) = cvi = Zi{v), then ir{v) = auvi = Z2(v) and jt{v) = —ao'^Vi. Therefore, 
the zeroing polynomial P(A) for 7r(v), is P(A) = A^  + oA Let 
r i ( 7 r ’ 幻 = Z i ( v ) = 7r( i ; ) , 
厂3(冗’介）=u(v) —7r{v). c 
The gradient of (•，•), i = 1,2,3 are 
… [ 0 1 ] 
and the companion matrix for P(A) is 二 . We can design a steady 
0 
state generator {6, o；,/?} with output go{x,u) = zi as follows: 
. tt ] 「 0 1 
e = T ， $ = 
7T J [ 0 
r i ( r - ] ⑷ ] 卜 
a �=T^T-'9,P{e) = r{T-'9)= r2{T-'9) = � = 少 z^T—i 没 ’ 
J 糊 J [ ^ ^ T - ' e 
30 
where T € B}^"^, is any nonsingular matrix satisfying the following Sylvester equa-
tion 
T屯一 MT = N免 
We choose 
O i l [ 0 
M = �N = ,LJ = 2. 
-9 -6 J [ 1 




The internal model is given by 
t) 二 Mr] + Nzi. 
We introduce the following coordinate and input transformation as 
fj = T] — 9 
zi = 01 - ^iT-% 
Z2 = Z2 -
Xi = Xi - X i ( v ) = Xi = e, 
X2 二 X2-0 = 
u = u— 免3T-I7]. 
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The augmented system is then: 
玄 1 = i i - ^ ^ T - i 》 
= - " ^ i T - ^ N z i - + + 22 
= + Z 2 
= - 6 乏1 + 乏2� 
玄2 = i 2 —屯2了一 1力 
= 一乏 1 - -屯ir-177 一 屯 巧 + + ee, 
= - 6 乏1 + [ 1 5 18]77 + ee, 
= X2, 
= 
= 一 r - i ( 例 - 1 一 丄 圆 一 1)’ 
n = {A4 + N^iT-^)fj + Nzi. 
We further introduce the following transformation y = fj — /(乏2， 
, = ( ( M + N^iT-') + Ki^iT-' + + Kz2) 
+ (TV + K{1 + - eKe. 
Let S = ((M + iV少iT-】）+ K(屯iT-i + the ^ system can be written as 
i) = Sfj + SKh + {N + 1<{1 + - eKe. 
We choose K 二 [-0.7219 1.6016]^ such that the eigenvalues of S are {—8’ -10} 
10.8284 13.9941 , ^ 
and the matrix S = . Finally, the augmented system after 
-28.0237 -28.8284 
coordinate and input transformation is 
z\ = -Qzi + 乏2, 
= -6乏1 + 18乏2 + [15 ISjf^ + ee, 
. r 10.8284 13.9941 1 [ -4.3314 14.5957 _ , , 
fj = fi + 乏一 eKe, 
-28.0237 -28.8284 10.6095 一25.9408 
- J L. J 
圭1 = X2, 
查2 = u + ^3T-\i) + Kz2 + 9 ) - - / (fcos i^T；!), (2.26) 
1 - e^  cos^ a；! 
32 
where z = coZ(乏1’乏2). Let Zq = col{z,f}) yields, 
- 6 1 0 0 0 
. -6 18 15 18 0.2 
Zq — Zq + e. 
一4 . 3314 14.5957 10.8284 13.9941 0.1444 
10.6095 -25.9408 -28.0237 -28.8284 -0.3203 
Let e = [37.0449 - 4.7253j乏 + xu gives 
ZQ = HQZQ + ^o^l) 
where 
- 6 1 0 0 0 
1.4090 17.0549 15 18 0.2 
Ho= ,Bo= , 
1.0171 13.9134 10.8284 13.9941 0.1444 
-1.2566 -24.4272 -28.0237 —28.8284 -0.3203 
and eig{Ho) = {-5.8011, -0.2518，-0.4461 士 1.096n}. By far, we have shown 
that Zq is ISS with Zq as state, xi as input, that is Assumption 2.5 is satisfied. Let 
Zi 二 co/(Z^o’ 无 1)，we have 
ii = e-Ki2 
= X 2 + [228.9276 43.5442 70.8792 85.0550 0.9451]Zi, 
and 
-6.0000 1.0000 0 0 0 0 
1.4090 17.0549 15.0000 18.0000 0.2000 0 
之1 二 1.0171 13.9134 10.8284 13.9941 0.1444 + 0 S2. 
-1.2566 -24.4272 -28.0237 —28.8284 -0.3203 0 
228.9276 43.5442 70.8792 85.0550 0.9451 1 
We specify X2 = —Axi + X2 yields the closed-loop system as 
Zi = HiZi + B1X2, 
33 
where 
-6.0000 1.0000 0 0 0 0 
1.4090 17.0549 15.0000 18.0000 0.2000 0 
Hi = 1.0171 13.9134 10.8284 13.9941 0.1444 , = 0 • 
-1.2566 -24.4272 -28.0237 -28.8284 -0.3203 0 
228.9276 43.5442 70.8792 85.0550 -3.0549 1 
The eigenvalues of eig{H^) = {-4.5758 土 2.7344、一0.1955，-0.3265 土 1.169(H}. 
By far, we have shown that Zi is ISS with Z! as state, X2 as input. 
Finally, let's consider £2 system which can be written as 
£2 =击2 + 
_ € e cos e 、 
1 — e2 1 - £2 cos^ e 
where C = [915.7104 170.4268 280.3918 336.4700 - 28.2196]. We choose 
u 二 —/c52’ a； > 4, then 
去2 = CZ i + (4 - k)x2 + — 1 T R 
\ 1 — e^  1 — £2 cos^ e 
Let V{x2) = ||2x(4-fc)||^2> the derivative of V{x2) along the trajectories of X2 yields 
1 f f p/^Q p 
^ - 转 丨 陶 丨 + " 口 - r ^ r a 丨丨). 
Since 
11 e ecose . _ 丨 丨 ( 1 - e^  cos^ e) - (1 - e )^ cos e 
" r r ^ - l - e W e " = 丨 丨 ( 1 - 八 o s 2 e ) ¥ ^ 丨丨 
(1 — e^  cos2 e) -（1 — e” cos e 
-丨丨 丨丨. 
Let C3-1 = (1 - C4-1 = we have 
丨丨（1 - e2 cos2 e ) _ (1 — £2) cos e 丨丨 丨 丨 ( s i n ^ e + (1 - e^) cos^ e) - (1 - e^) cos e 丨丨 丨丨 丨丨=丨丨 ？ 丨丨 
< C3 sin^ e + C4 || cos e(l - cos e) 1| 
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Figure 2.12: System output y 
In Figure 2.12 - 2.17, we have adjusted the axis to illustrate the convergence. Since 
as we can see from Figure 2.12 and later Figure 2.19 - 2.20，the amplitude values of 
the transient responses are very large compared with the steady states, i 
Remark 2.6 In fact, as we can see later in chapter 4, system (2.22) is a modification 
of the RTAC system, where we have modified the Z2 subsystem Z2 = —Zi+esinxi+t；! 
to 22 = —zi + ex\ in this example. In fact the controller obtained in this example 
solves the local output regulation problem for the RTAC system. We demonstrate 
the simulation result as in Figure 2.24-2.25 i 
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Trajectories of x(1) and its steady state 
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Figure 2.13: Trajectories of x： and its steady state 
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Figure 2.14: Trajectories of X2 and its steady state 
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Trajectory of x(4) 
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Figure 2.15: Trajectory of X4 
The control Input and its steady state and the profile of u-uv 
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Figure 2.16: The profile of control input and its steady state and error 
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Trajectories of internal model 0.1 rr—I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 2.17: Trajectories of internal model 
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Figure 2.18: System output y 
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Trajectories of x(1) and its steady state 
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Figure 2.19: Trajectories of Xi and its steady state 
Trajectories of x(2) and its steady state 
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Figure 2.20: Trajectories of X2 and its steady state 
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Trajectory of x(4) 
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Figure 2.21: Trajectory of X4 
The control input and its steady state and the profile of u-uv 
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Figure 2.22: The profile of control input and its steady state and error 
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Trajectories of interna丨 model 
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Figure 2.23: Trajectories of internal model 
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Figure 2.24: System output y of the RTAC system 
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The control input and its steady state and the profile of u-uv 
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Figure 2.25: The profile of control input and its steady state and error function of 
the RTAC system 
Rema rk 2.7 We consider the disturbance rejection problem for the following sys-
tem 
i = 2； + 2x1, 
Xi = z - xi + 2x2 - 2vi, 
X2 = —xi + sin a：! + u, 
y = 3；1’ 
e = y, 
v\ = V2, 
V2 = -yi-
The solution of the regulator equation can be easily obtained as follows: 
z{v) = 0 ’ 
xi ⑷ 二 0, 
X2 ⑷ = V u 
u{v) = V2. (2.29) 
Since z(v)=0, we do not need to design an internal model for it, Assumption 2.5 
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would be hold if the zero dynamics is stabilizable. 
In the following example, we will show that Assumption 2.5 would never be hold. 
In fact, let's consider some system with the following zero dynamics 
i i = zi、 
Z2 = —zi + vi. (2.30) 
We suppose the exogenous signal is generated by the following autonomous system: 
Vi = UJV2, 
V2 = —UJVi. 
The solution of the regulator equation is given by 
- 1 
Zi � = C V i , c = — - , 
U) 一 丄 
Z2 ⑷ = C U V 2 . 
As in Example 2, we can design a linear internal model for (2.30) by the following 
procedure: Let ^{v) = cvi = z\{v), then the zeroing polynomial P{\) for 'k{v), is 
P(A) = A2 + u;2 Let 
ri(7r,7r) = zi{v) = 7r(i;), 
r2(7r,7r) = Z2 ⑷=7i •⑷. 
The gradient of 1\(.’ •)，z = 1,2 are 
= 0],^2 = [0 1]. 
[ 0 1 ] , 
and the companion matrix for is $ = We can design a steady 
[ - 0 
state generator {9, a,/?} with output goix.u) = Zi eiS follows: 
没 = r 冗 ’ 0 1 ’乂没）= 
TT J [ -tj^ 0 
_ 」 L J L J 
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where T G B?^"^, is any nonsingular matrix satisfying the following Sylvester equa-
tion 
We choose 
0 1 1 r 0 
M = ,N= , 
ai a2 1 
Solving the Sylvester equation gives 
—ai— 02 
rp _ a专a>2 +af 
—ai— 
and 
, —ai — —(22 
r-1 = . 
a2a;2 —ai — 
The internal models are given by 
7) = A4i] + Nzi + Be, 
where 5 is a matrix to be design. We introduce the following coordinate and input 
transformation as 
fj = r] — 6 
zi = zi - ^iT-'t], 
Z2 = Z2 -
The augmented system is then: 
zi = - 少 i^ T—iiV 乏1 —少 +少 一 +乏2 —屯iT^-i 召 e 
=-'^iT-'^Nzi + 22 - ^iT-^Be, 
= -(1 + - (^iT-^ + -
f\ = (M + + Nzi + Be. 
We further introduce the following transformation fj = fj — Kz2, 
疗 = ( ( M + + + + Kz2) 
+ (iV + K{1 + m2T-^N))zi + {B + K^2T-^B)e. 
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Let S = ((M + iV少iT-i) + + 屯2金了一i))’ the , system can be written as 
疗 = S f j + SKz2 + {N + K{1 + ^a^'^A^))^! + {B + 
We choose K = [A;� such that the matrix S is Hurwitz. Let Zq = col(z, fj), 
B = co/(6i,62) and assume that e 二 [/ci’ k�, 0 0] yields the closed-loop system as 
Zq = HQZQ, 
where the eigenvalues of Hq are given by 
det{XI - Ho) = 0’ 
det{XI 一 Hq)=(入2 + 1 ) (入 2 - \k2b2a1 — Xa2 + Xk2a2Uj'^bi - A / c 2 〜 一 kibiu^XX 
—k\l)2(i2X — kihiai — k2h\a\ — k如a: - — k2alu)'^bi + “2^:262^2；^ 
—ai — aik2biuj'^ + . 
Since Ai_2 = 士i are eigenvalues of Hq, that is to say, we cannot render Hq Hurwitz 
by designing the parameters B, K�ki�k2 that is Assumption 2.5 would never hold. 
I 
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter, we have tackled the possibility of solving the global robust output 
regulation problem of non-minimum phase lower triangular nonlinear systems. The 
basic idea is to utilize the state of the zero dynamics of the plant for feedback control. 
A set of sufficient conditions are presented for solving the problem. Examples have 
been worked out to illustrate the design method. 
It is noted that one vital issue has not been fully addressed in this chapter, 
that is, how to construct an appropriate internal model to enable the satisfaction of 
Assumption 2.5. This issue will be further considered in our future work. 
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Chapter 3 
Global Robust Output Regulation 
for A Class of Non-Minimum 
Phase Nonlinear Systems by 
Output Feedback Control 
The global robust output regulation problem for a class of non-minimum phase non-
linear system by output feedback control is addressed in this chapter. The problem 
is solved by using observer design tool, internal model together with backstepping 
and nonlinear small gain technique. By the framework proposed in [32], we con-
vert the output regulation problem to stabilization problem. Then we extend the 
stabilization result in [42] to systems with both static and dynamic uncertainties to 
achieve the purpose of output regulation. 
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1 gives a brief introduction. In Section 
2, we propose some necessary assumptions. In Section 3, we construct a reduced 
order observer. Section 4 and 5 investigates the robust stabilization problem for 
the augmented system. We work out a numerical example in Section 6. Section 7 
concludes this chapter. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Most of the works in the nonlinear control system literatures on stabilization and 
output regulation by output feedback control are based on the assumption that 
the zero dynamics of the systems under consideration possess some strong stability 
property, i.e. they are globally asymptotically stable or input-to-state stable. Only 
a few results are available [18], [19], [20], [30], [38], [42], [43], [55] and [61] for non-
minimum phase systems, even fewer for global stabilization and output regulation 
by output feedback control. The bottleneck is that the global stabilization problem 
for non-minimum phase system by output feedback control is still a very challenging 
problem. Unlike the case of linear systems, global stabilizability by state feedback 
plus observability do not imply global stabilizability by output feedback, and the 
well known separation principle for linear system usually does not hold for nonlinear 
systems. In [56]’ counterexamples are given indicating that global stabilization of 
nonlinear systems via output feedback is usually impossible even for minimum phase 
systems, without introducing extra growth conditions on the unmeasurable states 
of the system. Since then, much subsequent research work has been focused on the 
output feedback stabilization of nonlinear systems under various structural or growth 
conditions. One of the common assumptions is that nonlinear systems should be 
in an output feedback form [53] which implies the existence of a global exponential 
observer, or in lower triangular structure with certain growth conditions [17]. The 
other conditions are those: (1) the system can nonlinearly depend on the output of 
the system but is linear in the unmeasurable states or (2) only imposing the global 
Lipschitz-like condition on the unmeasurable states. 
Robust stabilization for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems by output feed-
back control has been an active area of research in recent years. The class of systems 
in lower triangular form and output feedback form have received special attention. 
Several control methodologies have been proposed, which achieve semi-global [20], 
[38] or global [42], [43], [43] and [55) results by exploiting certain feedback struc-
tures. Rejection of unknown sinusoidal disturbances in a class of non-minimum 
phase nonlinear systems in the output feedback form is investigated in [21]. Instead 
of designing an output feedback control law to stabilize the system, it is assumed 
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that there exists an output feedback control law stabilizes the disturbance free sys-
tem. In [55], the authors show that if a nonlinear system can be globally transformed 
into the output feedback form, and if the system is minimum phase with respect 
to a new output which is a linear combination of the transformed state coordinate, 
then there exists an output feedback control law such that the closed-loop of the 
nonlinear system under consideration is globally exponentially stable. It is shown in 
[42], [43] that, by using a reduced order observer design tool together with standard 
backstepping and small-gain techniques, it is possible to design a stabilizing output 
feedback controller for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear system in lower tri-
angular structure. 
In this chapter, we try to solve the global robust output regulation problem for 
(3.1). We solve the global robust output regulation problem in two steps. In the 
first step, we convert the global robust output regulation problem into a global ro-
bust stabilization problem of an augmented system based on the general framework 
proposed in [30] and [32]. In the second step, we further extend the global stabi-
lization results in [42] and [43] to a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear system 
with both static and dynamic uncertainties. Then we apply the stabilization result 
to solve the global robust stabilization problem of the augmented system obtained 
in the first step. 
3.2 Assumptions and Preliminaries 
We consider the class of uncertain nonlinear systems described as follows 
V = F{y)r] + Goiy) + Ao(77, y, i；, w) 
i i = 2：2 + + Gi [y) + Ai (77,2/, 1；, -u;) 
ii = Xi+i + (ff(y)r] + Giiy) + 
in = u + (i)l{y)r] + Gn{y) + An(77, y, v, w) 
y = 
e = y - q{v,w). (3.1) 
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where rj G R ^ and Xj 6 for i = 1, . . . , n, are the states, u E： B} is the control 
input, and y e R^ is the system output, and e e R^ is the tracking error, w e W, 
with W a prescribed compact set of is the uncertain parameter, and v e V ,with 
V a prescribed compact set of 把、is the exogenous signal. Aj(-), (i = 0 ,1 , . . . , n) are 
known perturbation functions. We assume that the system (1) has an equilibrium 
point at the origin when u = 0 and v = 0，that is Gi(0) = 0 and Ai(0, 0, = 0 
for all w ^W. It is assumed that all the functions in system (3.1) are sufficiently 
smooth and ^(0, w) = 0. 
The exogenous signal v represents either the disturbance signal or the reference 
input or both, and is assumed to be generated by a linear system 
i) = Aiv (3.2) 
where Ai is some constant matrix. 
The robust output regulation problem described above can be formulated as 
looking for a controller of the form 
i = g^{z,e),u = k{z,e). (3.3) 
where z G R^' for some integer n^ is the state of the controller, k � , •) and 夕“•，•) are 
sufficiently smooth functions satisfying fc(0，0) = 0 and 0) = 0. The objective of 
global output regulation problem is to design a dynamic output feedback controller 
described by (3.3) such that: 
(i) For any initial state (77(0), a:i(0), 0:2(0),..., a:„(0), z(0)), and ？;(0) e V,w e 
W, the trajectories of the closed-loop system exist and are bounded for all 
t > 0. 
(ii)The tracking error e{t) approaches zero asymptotically, i.e., 
lim e ⑴ = 0 . (3.4) 
t—»oo 
Again we use the framework developed in [30] and [32] to convert the global 
robust output regulation problem for a given plant into a global robust stabilization 
problem of an augmented system composed of the given plant and the so called in-
ternal model system. To introduce this conversion, let us list the following standard 
assumptions. 
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Assumpt ion 3.1 The exosystem (3.2) is neutrally stable, i.e., the eigenvalues of 
Ai are simple and have zero real parts. 
Assumpt ion 3.2 There exists a sufficiently smooth function r}{v, w) with 0 ) = 
0 satisfying the following equation for all v e W and w G BP秘, 
Qfiiv w) 
Aiv = i^ (g(t;’7/;))77(v，K;) + Go(<7(i；’—) 
+ (3.5) 
Then the solution of the regulation equations of system (3.1) exists globally and can 
be obtained as follows: 
xi(i;’<u;) = q{v,w), 
w) = xi，叫如-{(l)J{q{v, w)rj{v, w) + Gi {q{v, w)) 
ov 
+ Ai{T]{v,w),q{v,w),v,w)), 
Xi(jJ,w) = 卜 1(1；’ w)成u —(小彻…,w)r]{v, w) + w)) 
ov 
u{v,w) = 仏 j^^y 一 {(f)l{q{v, w)r}{v, w) + Gn{q{v, w)) 
ov 
+ (3.6) 
We introduce the following assumption to simplify our problem. 
Assumpt ion 3.3 Assume the solution w) of the regulator equations is poly-
nomial in V. 
We further assume that the solution of the regulator equations satisfies the fol-
lowing: 
Assumpt ion 3.4 There exist integers n^ and sufficiently smooth functions, which 
vanish at the origin, r^ : i^ ^+n,. T^ : R and matrix $ G such 
that, for all trajectories of the exosystem and all w € i?"'", 
dvu�: w) 二 ^T^(v^w), u(v,w) = Tu(tu(v,w)). 
at 
Moreover, the pair ( 屯 , i s observable, where 屯 is the gradient of T^ at the origin. 
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Remark 3.1 Under Assumptions 3.1 to 3.4，it is possible to construct an internal 
model for system (3.1) in the sense described in [30]. In fact, let (M, N) be control-
lable pair with M Hurwitz and N column vector, let T satisfy the Sylvester equation 
- MT = TV少’ let 9 = Ttu and (5 二 Then, the following system 
7) = Mr] + N{u - P{r]) + (3.7) 
is an internal model of (3.1) with output u. i 
By Assumption 3.3 and Remark 3.1, system (3.1)-(3.2) admits a linearly observ-
able steady state generator with output go{x,u) 二 u and the corresponding linear 
internal model is given by 
i = Mz + Nu. (3.8) 
Now attaching the internal model (3.8) to system (3.1)-(3.2) yields the aug-
mented system with state variables (77, :ci’ 工2’ •..，工n’ v)- Performing on the aug-
mented system the following coordinate and input transformation: 
fj = r]-r]{v,w), 
xi 二 - g(7;’iy)=歹=e, 
Xi = Xi - Xi{v,w), 
Xn = — x „ …’？/;)， 
z = 2-外1；，1^；)， 
u 二 (3.9) 
defines the augmented system in new coordinates as follows: 
= { F { y 
+ q{v, w)){fj + r]{v, w)) - F{q{v, u)))r}{v, w) j 
+ (Ao(77 + r]{v, w),y + q{v, w),v, w) -
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Let F{y, v, w) = F{y + q{v, w)) and v, w) = Go(y + g(v, w)). Then 
疗 = F ( y , V, w){fi + r]{v, w)) - F{q{v, 'w))r]{v, w) + Go{y, v, w) - Go{q{v, w)) 
+ r]{v,w),y + q{v,w),v,w) 一 Ao{r){v,w),q{v,w),v,w)) 
Let F{y) = F{y, 0’ 0), Go{y) = Go{y, 0’ 0). Then the fj system can be rewritten as 
, = F { y ) f i + v, w){fj + i]{v, w)) - F{y)fj - F{q{v, w))r}{v, w)^ 
+ Go{y) + (CoCy,、w) 一 Go{y) - Go{q{v,…)) 
+ + r}{v, w),y + q{v, w)’v’ w) - Ao(r/(v, w), g(v, w),v, w)^. 
Let 
Ao(f/,^,v,w) = V, w)(7j + 7j(v, w)) - F{y)fj - F{q{v, w))r){v, w)^ 
+ {CoiV, V, w) 一 Go{y) 一 Go{q{v, w))^ 
+ ( 场 
Then 
n = F{y)fi + GQ{y) + 
Applying this procedure to the dynamics of x\ gives 
= xi ^ — — - A i v 
ov 
= (工 2 - X2(?;，w)) + + q{v, w)){fj + r){v, w)) - (f)J{q{v, w))r]{v, w)^ 
+ (Ai(77 + r]{v, w),y + q{v, w)) — {Ai{ri{v,w),q{v,w),v,w)^ 
Let 4>i{y,v,w) = MV + Qiy^w)) and Gi{y,v,w) = Gi(p + g(v,w)). Then 
玄 1 = X2 + w)(?] + y(v, w)) - (/>i(g(v, w))rj{v, w)) 
+ (Ai{fj + ri{v, w),y + q{v, w)) -
Let _ =赶(仏0 ,0)，仏⑷=Gi ( i / ,0 ,0 ) . Then 
= X2 + ${{y)f) + Gi{y) + 
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where 
= V, w){fi + r]{v, w)) - ${{y)f) - w))^ 
+ (^G:(y,v,w) - Gi(y) - Gi(g(v,w))^ 
+ (fj + 7](v, w), y + q{v, w),v, w)) - {Ai{r]{v,w),q{v,w),v,w)y 
By applying this procedure step-by-step through the dynamics 无2, •. •，无n，we get 
the dynamics of Xn as follows 
- • dxn{v,w) 
Xn = Xn X AiV 
OV 
= + q{v, w)){fj + r]{v, w)) - (t>l{q{v, w))'n{v, w)) 
HGn{y + q{v,w))-Gn{q{vM)) 
+ (An(巧 + r){v, w),y + q{v, w),v, w) - An{r}{v, w), q{v, w),v, w)^ + 屯T—^乏 
= ^ + + Gn{y) + An{f}, y, % w) + ^T-'z, 
where $n{y) = 0 , 0 ) ， ？ ; , w) = Mv + 咖、Gn{y) 二 � n( 仏 0,0)， 
Gniy, V, w) = Gn{y + q{v, w)) and 
仏 V, UJ) = {4>l{y, V, w ) { f j + r]{v, w)) - } l i y ) f j - w))^ 
+ {Gniy,v,w)-Gn{y)-Gn{q{v,w))^ 
+ + r}{v, w),y + q{v, w), v, w)) - (AJjji^u�w), q{v, w),v, w)^. 
The internal model and output are as follows: 
I = {M + N<ifT-^)z + Nu, 
y = xi = e, 
We further perform another coordinate transformation as follows: 
I = z - Nxn, (3.10) 
which yields 
2 二 i 一 N^n 
=Mz + MNXn — N {Vn{y)v + GM + An (巧’仏 V, w)^， 
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To save notation, we define fi = col{v, w). The augmented system can be rewritten 
as 
疗 = F { y ) f j - h G o { y ) + Ao{fi,y,fi), 
= + $I{y)fj + Gi{y) + 
全 i = ^i+i + + Gi(y) + y, /i), 
圣 n = w + 4>lm + Gn{y) + y, lA + ^T-'Nxr, + ^T-% 
i = M l + MNxn - N + Gn{y) + y, /i)), 
y = 无 1 = e’ 
V = Aiv. (3.11) 
Prom Proposition 6.8 [32], we have (7^(0) = 0 and Ai(0,0’ = 0’ i = 0’ 1’. . . ’ n， 
that is, the origin is the equilibrium point of (3.11). Since we have assumed that 
F(-), Gi{-),Ai{')J = 0’ 1，...，n, are smooth functions, we have that F(-), Gi{-), Ai(-), 
i = 0，1,...，n, be smooth functions. System (3.11) is different from (2) of [42], for 
the dynamic uncertainty I subsystem. Since I subsystem depends on if we 
augment rj subsystem with I subsystem, then start our back-stepping design, the 
system would not have the lower triangular structure. Since I subsystem is RISS 
with respect to fi with f as state {fj, x) as input, and coordinate transformation will 
not change this property, where x = col{xi )工2) • • •)工 n 
) . W e try to stabilize (3.11) 
by following the framework proposed in [42], by ignoring z subsystem first. That is 
to design a reduced-order observer to observe the unmeasured states (fj,X2,... ’x„) 
whose state will be denoted as (r), £2, • • •,全n)’ and to stabilize the system with both 
static and dynamic uncertainty based on the observer system dynamics. To begin 
with, we introduce the following Lemma, whose proof is similar to Lemma 7.11, 
which can be found in [32]. 
L e m m a 3.1 Let f : R"^ x R"^ x Rp R he a, sufficiently smooth function satisfying 
/ (0 ’0 ’ " ) = 0 for all /i G E, with E being a compact set of BP, Then there exist 
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locally quadratic smooth functions Fi : R爪 R and F2 : R^ ^ R satisfying 
Fi(0) = 0 and = 0 such that 
|/(a:’y，")|2 < F,{x) + F2{y)yx G ir\y € E (3.12) 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 7.8 [32]. 1 
Assumpt ion 3.5 There exists a smooth function y*{-) such that the system 
i = F{y*{r) 4- d,) + ds)^ ? + Go{y*{v + d,) + ^2) 
+Ao{v,y*{v + di) + d2,ti) (3.13) 
is robust input-to-state stable (RISS) with respect to fi, with 77 as state, di and d^ as 
input, i.e. there exist a class KL function y0j'(.’ .），two known C^ class K^o functions 
K“i = 1,2, which are independent of /i, such that for all ^ € E the solution r){t) of 
(3.13) exists and satisfies for all t > io ^ 0, 
i|77(0|| sup |N|)’/C2( sup (3.14) 
L to<r<t to<r<t ) 
3.3 Reduced order observer design 
In this section, we will construct a reduced order observer for (3.11) to estimate the 
unmeasured states fj and 无2 ’ . . . ’ 无n by following the methodology proposed in [42]. 
The observer design follows the methodology in [42] with some reversion. To this 
end, we define the error variables as follows 
Ci 二 f! 一” + ( W ) , 
C2 = X2-X2 + (32[y), 
Cn 二 — 无 ( 歹 ) . （3.15) 
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The update laws are defined as follows: 
力 二 mil+pm+GM - ^{x^+p2{y)+iimv+pim + GM), 
丢 2 = X3 + Psiy) + ^ K m + My ) ) + G2(y) 
- 知 + _ + _ { f i + m ) + 
in = U + + P,[y)) + Gn{y) + + Pn{y)) 
一 • ( 如 + _ + m m + P M ) + 
where Pi{y),i = 1, 2, . . . ,n, are continuously differentiable functions yet to be de-
fined. 
The error dynamics are described by the following system: 
/ 二 丄 」 〜 1 丄 = m + � y 
= n m i — y.") - ^ ( C 2 + - Ai (巧，y,"))， oy 
(2 = X2-X2 + -^y dy 
= C 3 + -么2(々，仏一 + -
Cn 二 X n - i n + ^ i rV 
_ dy _ 
=0n (y )C i + m^-iNCn - { H i . y , + 少 芝 ） 
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Let 
H y ) 0 0 . . . 0 
$i{y) 0 1 . . . 0 
d6 r 1 
A(y，iO 二 ； ： ： . . . ； [ 咖 ） 1 0 . . . 0 J , 
0 0 ... 1 
_ 0 0 . . . ^T- 'N _ 
/ M . ) 1 r A o ( - ) 1 [ Ci 
A2(-) C2 
Pi-) = P3{') .A(-)= A3(-) ’ C= CS . 
M - ) + Cn 
_ 」 L -J L. -
Then the error dynamics can be rewritten as 
C = + (3.16) 
Consider the following Lyapunov function candidate = C印C，where P is a 
constant symmetric positive definite matrix. The time derivative of V(;{C) along the 
trajectories of (3.16) is 
^c(C) = eQ{y)C 一 仏 I , fi)PC + 2Ai(f j , y, " ) ( f | m ’ 
where Q{y) = A^{y)P + PA{y). Define B{y) = / + (需）(籍广，and note that 
^c(C) < (幻 + + (巧’仏芝，+ 
for any function ^{y) > 0. Form Lemma 3.1，we have 
where pi\{-) and pi2{-), i = 0’ 1’ • •. ’ n, are known positive-definite, locally quadratic 
and smooth functions. We define y = y - y* Qxvdi y* = y*{f} + /?i(y)) = y*{fi + Ci), 
then it is possible to select functions 72i(.)，722(.)’ 733(.) and 723(.) such that 
n ( c ) < + +721(11^11) + 722(1^1) 
+733(||f||) +7(^723(0). (3.17) 
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Assumpt ion 3.6 ： There exist functions (5{y) and 7(;^)’ a positive definite matrix 
P and a class Koo function such that for any y, 
+ ^ ^ * ) c + 7(y)723(ci) < -«22(||CII). (3.i8) 
If Assumption 3.6 can be satisfied, then we have 
< -«22(||C||)+72l(NI)+ 722(|if|)+ 733(PI|), (3.19) 
That is the system is RISS with respect to fj,, viewing ( as state, (77,1, y) as input. 
Thus we have assumed that the systems (3.16) can be rendered RISS by selecting 
the functions P{y) and y*(fj + Ci) appropriately. 
3.4 Stabilization of x system 
In this section, we will try to stabilize the observer dynamics instead of the original 
X system. Since xi = xi-xl = y = y-y*, and y* = y*{'n + Pi{y)) = ?/*(巧+ Ci)，let's 
consider the dynamics of which is described by the following differential equation, 
=无2 + $({y)f} + G,{y) + A i ( 巧 ， 仏 " ） - 二 G ) ( 广 綱 + 醜 + Go{y) 
一 等 ( 知 + _ + 对 ⑶ ( 力 + 嶋 + A⑶） 
+ ^ (^2 + ${{y)fi + (^) + Ai (77, y, /i))) 
= + m ) -C2 + + _ — Ci) + G,{y) + AMy.fi) 
- 咖 ( 力 + 嚇 + _ - 等 ( ( 2 + 好 ( 扔 - 站 ’ 仏 " ) ) ) • 
Consider £2 as virtual control input and define X2 = X2 - x^, where 
= - p2{y) - GM - + Piiy)) 
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for some function Ai(-) yet to be defined. 
= + _ 一 + Hy) + + 嚇 + GM) 
+ ^imiv + Pi{y)) + GM - Q v + ^v) 
= + _ 一 脊力一（鸯 + + 繊 + 4>I{y){v + 議 ) + ^i(^)) 
+ + PM) + G2{y) + + ^imci 一 々’仏")). oy 
Now, take x^ as virtual control input and define X3 = x^ - x^, where 
= A2(^,7},i2) - P3{y) - G2{y) - 4>l{m + Piiv)) + ^^ 
+ ( 爱 + ^){X2+m+Vlim+PM+GM)-
Continue with this step-by-step design through the dynamics Xi = xi - x* where 
i = 3’...，n,，the dynamics is given by, 
- 二 , dx* 丄 dx* 二 ^ dx* •� 
工n = - i-^y + -^fl + V -^Xi) 
oy dr] ^ dXi 
=u + _ { f i + (hm + Gn{y) + "^T-'Nixn + (3n{y)) 
- 祭 ^ - £ 尝 丢 广 （ 尝 + 祭 ) ( 全 2 + m + + m ) ) + c m 
ov 台 dxi dy dy 
Qx* - _ 
We select control input u as 
U = Xn{y, Xn) - + Pi{y)) - Gn{y) " + (3^{y)) 
洲” hi施严 
+ + + p 2 { y ) + m w i + m ) + o m - (3.20) 
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Then the dynamics of ( i i , . . . , x^) are described by the following differential equa-
tions 
去 1 = 知 + A i ( 仏 � ) - f ,、 婴 - i ) ( C 2 + ff⑶Ci -
oyn + Ci) oy . dx" - -
= 53 + Miy. fj,X2) + + - Ai(77,y,ll)), 
击 n = Xn) + 祭 ( G + 好 ⑶ Cl 一 (巧,仏"))• (3.21) oy 
Note that system (3.21) is the same as that of (15) in [42] except for the uncertainty 
/i. As in [42], we choose the Lyapunov function candidate as 
where x = col(xi,X2,…’The derivative of W{x) along the trajectories of (26) 
gives 
W{x) = XiX2 + X i X i { y , f j ) + X2X3 + X 2 X 2 { y , + … + X n K i y , 力 ’ 士1、…，全n) 
+ ( 而 - 1 ) + 知 脊 + • • . + + • - 她 " - ’ " ) ） 
As it was stated in [42], we can select the functions Ai(-) in such a way that, for 
some constant e > 0 and some function 0:2(.) of class Koo, 
l V ( x ) < - 6 W - a i ( W ) + a 2 ( l j c o l ( f j , C ) H ) - ( 3 . 2 2 ) 
where ai(.) is any smooth function of class Koo, that is the gain function can be 
arbitrary designed. That is i system is RISS with respect to fi by viewing x as 
state, (fj, C) as input. 
Finally, we need to show I system is RISS with respect to /i, viewing I as state 
and (77, f,C) as input. 
i = M l + MNxn - N{$i{y)fi + Gn{y) + 
=Mz + MNiXn+Pn{y)-Cn) 
-N(^4>l{y*{fj + Ci) + y)fi + Gni f i f i + Ci) + y) 
+ + (3.23) 
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Note that 
Ci = fj - f j + pi{y), 
C2 = X2 - X2+P2{y), 
Cn = Xn - ^n + Pniv), 
=无1 - x*广力二 V - y* 
= X2 - xl{y,fi), 
in = xn-xl{y,r},x2,...,xn), (3.24) 
we have 
i = Ml + MN + f 2, . . . , Xn) + Pn{y) - Cn) 
-N(^$^�y�fj + + + Gn{y*{fj + Ci) + y) + y*{fj + Ci) + y.i^)) 
Let 
^iv,仏 52，…，5n，Cl’ . . •’ Cn, " ) = MN{Xn + 々，知’…’ X^) + Pniv) 一 Cn) 
- N { i l { y \ 7 ] + Ci) + y)fi + + Ci) + y) 
The I subsystem can be expressed it in a more compact form as 
l = + (3.25) 
Noting that the matrix M is Hurwitz and the function n(f^’5’C，/i) is C^ satisfying 
n(0’ 0’ 0 , = 0’ and fi belongs to a compact set, by Remark 7.23 [32], I subsystem 
is RISS with respect to (jl, viewing I as state, (77,5’ C) as input, i.e. there exist a class 
KL function •), three known C^ class K^o functions 7乂.）’ i = 1，2’ 3 which are 
independent of /i, such that for all /i G E, z{t) exists and satisfies for all t>tQ>0, 
mm < 力 。 ) M - 力 s u p \\fj{r)\\), 
^ to<r<t 
7,2( sup | |5(T)| |)’7W sup llC(R)ll)}. (3.26) 
to<T<t to<T<t ) 
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Figure 3.1: Cascaded system of fj system and I system 
Again, we consider fj system in the following form 
V = + Ci) + y)^ + + Ci) + y) + y*{fi + Ci) + y. /^ ) 
Prom Assumption 3.6, we have that this system is RISS with respect to /i, with fj 
as state, (Ci’釣 as input, i.e., 
11^ (011 <max{/3j'(||77(to)IM-to),7.i( sup || C(r)||),7r,2( sup ||y(r)|l)|. (3.27) 
tQ<T<t to<T<t •> 
3.5 Interconnection of the fj, I, (, x subsystems and 
small gain condition 
Finally, we consider the following interconnections, as depicted in Figure 3.1-3.3’ to 
derive the robust globally asymptotical stability (GAS) property of the closed loop 
system. We use the nonlinear small gain condition in terms of gain function while 
the Lyapunov formulation of the nonlinear small-gain theorem is used in [42]. We 
divide the whole process into three sub-problems. Firstly, we consider the following 
cascaded connection of fj and I system as depicted in Figure 3.1. 
By Corollary 2.2 [15], we have that the overall system is RISS with respect to fi, 
viewing col(ji,F) as state, col{Cx) as input, i.e., 
\\col{fj{t),z{t))\\ < ^^P II C(T)||), 
l U sup Ii5(r)||)} (3.28) 
t0<T<t J 
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the interconnected systems x system and {fj, I , 
system 
Thus 
7ci � = X c i ( s ) = «22 (^ 721(5)), 
7C2(S) = XC2(5) = (^ 722(5)), 
7 C 3 ( S ) = Xcsis) = ^ 2 2 ^ ^ 7 3 3 ( 5 ) ) , 
7c (5) = max{7(i(s)’ 7(^ 3(5)}. (3.30) 
The small gain condition 
7c(7.Vr))<r ,Vr>0. (3.31) 
If the small gain condition (3.31) is satisfied, then the interconnection of subsystems 
is RISS with respect to fi with col{fj, z,() as state and as x input. Finally, we 
consider the interconnection as in Figure 3.3. 
Since the gain of the £ system with state x = col(xi,X2,... ’ output y and 
input {fj, C) can be arbitrarily assigned, an appropriate choice of ai{-) can render 
the small gain condition hold. Thus the overall system is robust GAS with respect 
to fl. 
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Proposit ion 3.1 . Consider system (3.11) and suppose that Assumptions 3.1, 3.2, 
3.3, 3.5 and 3.6 hold. Let and 7£j(.) be class K^o functions satisfying (3.28) 
and (3.29) and suppose that the following nonlinear small gain condition holds 
Then the interconnection of {fj, I , Q subsystems is RISS with respect to fi with 
col(fj, I , C) as state and x as input. If, in addition, the RISS gain of this system 
is locally linear, then there exists a dynamic output feedback control law described 
by equations of the form (3.3) such that the closed-loop system (3.3) and (3.11) is 
robust GAS. i 
Theorem 3.1 Suppose system (3.1) satisfies Assumptions 3.1 to 3.3, and conditions 
in Proposition 3.1. Then the global robust output regulation problem can be solved 
by a dynamic output feedback of the form 
^ = m i l + Pi{y)) + Go{y) - + p2{y) + ilim + Piiv)) + G,{y)). 
去 2 = X, + p,{y)) + i>^{y){f) + PM) + G2{y) 
- + _ + + m ) + c m , 
L = U + $l{y){fl + + GniV) + + Pn{y)) 
- + p2{y) + + PM) + GMl 
u = U — = u— 免T-^z, 
z 二 Mz + Nu� 
u = AnO/’ 7}’ i2’ ... ’ Xn) - m m + 嚇 - G n { y ) 一 + Pniv)) + 
+ 等 “ 驚 瓷 “ 、 鸯 + + p2{y) + + _ + GM). 
y = xi = e. (3.32) 
I 
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3.6 Numerical example 
Example 3.1 In this section, we will investigate the disturbance rejection problem 
for the following system. 
T) = 77 + a：! + Vi, 
±1 = X2 + r} + X\ sina；!, 
±2 = u — 6O77 + T] sin x\ + x\ sin x\， 
0 u ] 
i) = ？;，i»(0) = fo, 
- u j 0 
y = xi = e. (3.33) 
We first give the solution of the regulator equations as follows 
= vM + vi, 
xi(v) = 0 ’ 
X2(v) = -r/(v), 
^ ^ i ； = u ⑷—6077(2；). (3.34) ov 
Let r]{v) 二 cit»i + C2V2, then from the first equation of (3.34)，we get 
{-C2a> = ci + 1 玲 < ci 二 
ciw = C2 \ C2 = 
X2 � = - r ) { v ) = -{civi +C2V2), 
u{v) = 60r){v) - ^^v 
=60(ciKI + C2V2) - {ciVi + C2V2) - vi 
=59(cii'i + C2V2) - vi. 
Indeed, let go{x,u) = u,7r{v) = u{v),7r{v) = b9{uciV2-uJC2Vi)-ujV2, n - 59{-u'^ciVi-
cu'^ C2V2) + uj'^vi, then we have tt + u'^n = 0; that is, the minimal zeroing polynomial 
of 7r(7；) is P(A) = X^ + u^. By letting u…)=7r(i') = r(jr,ir), shows that the solution 
of the regulator equation satisfies condition (??). The system admits a steady-state 
generator {9,a,P}, where 
_ n r" 
0 = T ’$= 0 1 , a{9) = (5{9) = ^ = [ 1 0 . 
介 0 
匕 "J L _ 
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where T e j?2x2 jg any nonsingular matrix,屯 is the Jacobian of F at the origin. 
Since the pair ( 屯 ， i s observable the steady-state generator is linearly observable. 
Corresponding to the above steady state generator, we can obtain an internal model 
for the system as follows: 
i = Mz + Nu� 
where M is a Hurwitz matrix, (M, N) is a controllable pair, and T is the solution 
of the Sylvester equation 
T^-MT = m. 
In this example, we choose 
uj = 2,M = 0 1 = 0，屯:T-iiV 二 2. 
[ - 3 -2 J [ 1 
Perform the following coordinate and input transformation: 
fj = ry — 77 …)， 
Xi = xi - q{v) = e, 
X2 = xi - X2{v,w), 
z = z - 6{v), 
u = u - P{z), 
Z = z - NXn-
The augmented system is then 
疗 = 々 + 无 1 ， 
圭 1 = + ^  + sinxi, 
X2 = u - 6O77 + T^sin^i + xi sinxi + ^ T " ^ ! + ^T'^iVSz + smxir]{v), 
i = Mz + MNx2 - N{-60fi + fjsinxi + xi sinici + smxiT]{v)). (3.35) 
To save notation, we drop '- ' and ‘ = ' in (3.35) to obtain 
i = 1 + 
= X2 + r) + xi sin a；!, 
±2 = u - QOt] + 77 sin a；! + a；! sin a：! + W-h + Nx2 + smxir}{v), 
z = Mz + MNx2 - N{-60r] + r)smxi +rcisina;i + smxir){v)). (3.36) 
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We first need to find some function y*(.) such that Assumption 3.6 holds. To this 
end, let Xi = y*{fi + Pi(y)) + y = y*{rj + Ci) + 互 and y*[rf) = —kr), for some k > 0. 
Choose a Lyapunov function candidate asVi{rj) = Then 
么(77) = r}f] = r}{r] + {-k{7] + Ci)+y)) 
= { I - k)rf- — krjCi + r]y 
for some ai > 0’ by choosing fc〉1 + ai，力 system is ISS with 77 as state, (Ci’ 刃 as 
input. We design the observer as follows 
力 = i v + Pi{y)) + + p2{y) + + Pi{y)) + sina:i), oy 
£2 = U + (-60 + sina:i)(^ + Pi{y)) + Xi sinxi + + ^2(2/)) 
+ + p2{y) + {v + Pliy)) + 工 1 sina;i), (3.37) 
By defining the error function as 
Ci = fj-r]-Pi{y), 
C2 = X2-X2- M y ) , 
the error dynamics is given by 
I d0\ dfh Q 
C = 办 办 C + . (3.38) 
[ - e O + sinxi - ^ 屯 r - i i V — 驚 J [ smxir]{v) + -^T-'^ z 
We choose ^ = k\ and ^ = k2 the error is then 
IcJ • 1 1 . ( 3 . 3 9 ) 
-eO + sinxi - k2 _k2 smxir]{v) + W-^z 
- J L- -
Let 
- - I — r 
A= 1 0 ^AA{t)= 0 0 二 GiF � iVi’C^=[l = ’ 
-60 2 sinxi 0 
- -I L J 匕 J 
with 
F了⑴F⑴ < / , V t > 0. 
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Then 
t = { A - K C + G,F{t)N,)(： + 0 = (A(t) - KC)C + 三. 
Let K ( 0 =《Tp(, then 
^(C) = - KC) + (A(t) - KCfP)C + 2C^PE 
pp 
< C了(尸(A⑴-KCO + ( A ⑴ - K c r f p + — ) C + t h ^S , 
7 
for 7 > 0. Since 
三T三 S 2((sina;i)2 + |屯T-i2|2)’ 
(sinxi)' < < (1 + d){x\) + e(l + i ) V + + + , 
then 
. pp 
V{0 < e{P[A{t) - KC) + {A{t) - KCfP + — ) C + 
7 
+ 27((1 + d){x\) + + + + + d)(l). 
Let 
… ) 一 ) � l ’ M = P/r’ 
L 0 0 J 
pp 
n = � — K C ) + (A �—KCfP + —+ Q, 
then 
^ ( 0 < + 27((i + d){xl) + k'{i + + 
A sufficient condition for IT < 0 is that the following linear matrix inequality (LMI) 
is feasible, for e > 0. 
p - 7 / 0 <0 . (3.40) 
G^P 0 -el 
By specifying ai = 0.5, k = 2，a solution [ki 2^] = [-5.2354 50.3618] is obtained, 
which renders Assumption 3.6 and the small gain condition hold. 
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stabi l izat ion of x system: As stated before, we can write the dynamics of Xi 
as follows: 
~ . dy* , dpi . 、 
工 1 = 2：1 - —~—-r(77+ — y ) 
彻 + Ci) dy 
=X2+ 伪 ( y ) - C2 + ( � + Pi{y) - Ci) + 3:1 sina：! + k{{fi + 
+ 工 1 - § ( ( 2 + ( 1 ) ) ’ 
Consider X2 as virtual control input and define =全2 — 工$，where 
A = - P2{y) - Xi sin a：! - (77 + (5i{y)) - k{{fj + f3i{y)) + 
for some function Ai(-) yet to be defined. 
加 * . 
- + 聲X知 + /32(y) + (v + My)) + a sin^o 
+ (-60 + sinrriX 疗 + Pi{y)) + sinxi + ^ ( C 2 + Ci). 
0X2 
Then the control input can be obtained as follows 
u = X2{y, X2) + ^ ^ + + pX£2 + M ) + (v + My)) + sinxO 
OT] oy oy 
- ( - 6 0 + sina;i)(力 + - xi smxi - + (UyY). 
Then the x system is given by 
去 2 = A2 (y , ^ , f 2 )- ( ^ ) (C2 + Ci)- (3.41) 
If we choose 
fj, X2) = -b2X2 - X i -
where 61 > 0, 62 > 0,ei > 0 and £2 > 0. We further choose the Lyapunov function 
candidate as 
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The derivative of W{x) along the trajectories of (3.41) gives 
W{x) = -b,xl - [ k ^ + lfe,x\ - [ k ^ + l)(Ci + C2)5i 
£：1 €2 
The small gain condition will be satisfied by choosing bi and 62 large enough. The 
overall controller for solving the global output regulation problem for system (3.33) 
is given by 
^ = {-n + f3i{y)) + + p2{y) + + Pi{y)) + a：! sinxi), oy 
全2 = u + ( - 6 0 + sina:i)(^ + /?i(y)) + Xi sinxi + + ^(？/)) 
+ + p2{y) + + P\[y)) + sinxi), 
U = u-/3{z) = 
z = Mz + Nu, 
u = \2{y,fi,X2) - a；! sin a；! - (-60 + sina:i)(i7 + 
+ 等“、警 + + m + + m ) + 工 1 sinxi). (3.42) ov dy dy 
Simulation results are given as follows, where we have chosen the initial condition 
as [77(0) 0:1(0) 0:2(0)] = [ 1 1 l ] ’ i » � = [ 1 0]. Figure 3.4 shows the system output, as 
we can see that it converges to zero as time tends to 00. Figure 3.5 illustrates the 
error function r) 一 7](v), while Figure 3.6-3.7 the error function X2 一 X2(v). Figure 
3.8-3.9 depict the control input and its steady state as well as their error function 
u - u{y). Since the amplitude of transient response is large, we demonstrate them 
by adjusting the axis to some proper scale. And we can see from Figure 3.7 and 3.9 
that the error function tends to zero as time tends to 00. And we conclude that the 
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The error function of x(2) and its steady state 
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X 10® The control input and its steady state and and their error function 
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3.7 Conclusion 
We investigated the global robust output regulation problem for a class of non-
minimum phase nonlinear systems in this chapter. Our result based on the general 
framework for tackling robust output regulation problem proposed in [30] and [32] 
and the preliminary result on global stabilization for a class of non-minimum phase 
nonlinear systems in lower triangular form proposed in [42]. 
Firstly, we converted our problem to the global robust stabilization problem of an 
augmented system. And then solved the global robust stabilization problem for the 
augmented system by using a reduced ordered observer design tool in company with 
backstepping as well as small gain techniques. Finally, we gave a numerical example 
to illustrate the proposed method. 
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Chapter 4 
Robust output regulation for the 
nonlinear benchmark problem via 
output feedback 
The rotational/translational actuator (RTAC), which is a (weakly) non-minimum 
phase system, provides a low-dimensional nonlinear system for investigating nonlin-
ear control techniques. The problem of designing a feedback controller to achieve 
stability and disturbance rejection objectives for the RTAC have been formulated as 
a benchmark problem, which has been an intensive research subject since 1995. In 
this chapter, we will investigate the solvability of the robust disturbance rejection 
problem of the RTAC system by output feedback control. Only the angular position 
of the proof body will be used for feedback. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 gives an introduction. Section 2.2 
presents the modeling of the RTAC system solves the disturbance rejection prob-
lem of the RTAC system. Section 2.3 further studies the robust output regulation 




The problem of designing a feedback control law to achieve asymptotic disturbance 
rejection/attenuation while maintaining good transient response in the closed-loop 
for the RTAC system is known as a nonlinear benchmark problem [4, 5]. The problem 
has been an intensive research subject since 1995，to name a few [4], [5], [6], [24], [26], 
[32], [34], [46], [49], [51], [57], [71], [74] and a recent publication [2] where the output 
feedback stabilization and approximate/restricted output tracking for the RTAC 
system is achieved. The above problem has been formulated as an output regulation 
problem in [26] by Huang, and it is shown that the RTAC system is a non-minimum 
phase nonlinear system with non-hyperbolic zero dynamics. It is well known that the 
non-hyperbolicity of the zero dynamics is a major obstacle to the applicability of the 
output regulation theory since the solvability of the regulator equations associated 
with the problem cannot be determined by the center manifold theory [36]. The 
RTAC system with or without model uncertainty will be considered. Based on a 
new framework for handling the robust output regulation problem developed recently 
in [30] the robust disturbance problem of the RTAC system is solved. In order to 
solve the regulation problem, we first find a closed-form solution to the regulator 
equations. This is usually an impossible task since the regulator equations associated 
the RTAC system is a set of nonlinear partial differential equations. Nevertheless, we 
have obtained the solution by utilizing some special structure of the zero dynamics 
of the system. Then we formulate the disturbance rejection problem of the RTAC 
system as the output regulation problem, and present a solution for this problem. 
Thirdly, we summarize a new framework developed recently [30] for handling the 
robust output regulation problem of uncertain nonlinear systems and further give 
the solution of the robust disturbance rejection problem of the RTAC system using 
an output feedback control. Comparing with all previous work on this benchmark 
problem [32], the major novelty of the approach of this chapter is that: 
(i) The angular position of the proof body is selected as output and a set of 
solution to the corresponding regulator equations is given. 
(ii) It results in an output feedback controller depending on only the angular 
position of the proof body. 
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Figure 4.1: Rotational/translational actuator 
The results will be obtained in this chapter are local versions, namely local 
stabilization and local output regulation. 
4.2 Disturbance rejection problem of the RTAC 
system by output feedback control 
The Rotational/Ti-anslational Actuator (RTAC) depicted in Figure 4.1 is introduced 
in [4]. The system consists of a translational cart of mass M connected to a fixed wall 
by a linear spring of a stiffness k. The cart is constrained to have one-dimensional 
travel. The proof-mass actuator attached to the cart has mass m and moment of 
inertia I about its center of mass, which is located a distance e from the point about 
which the proof-mass rotates. Its motion occurs in a horizontal plane so that no 
gravitational forces need to be considered. The dynamics of the RTAC system can 
be obtained by applying the Euler-Lagrange equations to the systems Lagrangian 
L{q,q) = K,{q,q)-U{q), (4.1) 
where q = [^i, = [xc, G B? is the generalized coordinates and Xc is the 
translational position of the mass center of the cart, 9 denote the counterclockwise 
rotational angle of the proof body, where 没二 0 is perpendicular to the direction of 
translation. The first and second terms in (4.1) are the kinetic and potential energy 
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functions respectively, and are defined as: 
1 M + m -ml cos q2 . 
= <^7 Q, 
丄 —ml cos q2 I + ml 
U{q) = \kql 
which yields the following robotic dynamics, 
Fd M + m —ml cos q2 
= Q 
N —ml cos 72 / + ml 
0 —mldo sin qo k 0 
+ 9+ q. (4.2) 
0 0 0 0 
which is equivalent to, 
(M + m)xc + me((9 cos 9-9^ sin 9) + kxc = F^, 
{I + me'^)e-{-mXce cos 9 = N. (4.3) 
Let 
^ IM + m 
V / + me^ 
me 
亡 一 7 ( / + me2)(M + m)' 
_ M + m ^^  
= f c ( / + me2)八’ 
T 二 \lw^t� 
= p iM + m 
- T V / + me2' 
where ^ denote the translational position of the cart from its equilibrium position. 
The dynamics of the RTAC system, derivative with respect to 丁, is then given by: 
,// + me^ •• , 11 + me2, kme „ n2 • a\ r. 
V M + m V M + m M + m、 
" , 2x k •• k 11 + me2 •• 
Z + me^ ———0 + me———\ = N, 
M+m M + m V M + m 
which is equivalent to 
�• + € 二 smO-0cose) + F, 
e = -e'icose + u. (4.4) 
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The coupling motion is captured by the parameter e, which is defined by 
_ me 
亡 — 7 ( / + me2)(M + m) 
where 0 < e < 1 is the eccentricity of the proof body. By letting x = co办 1’ 0:2’ 2:3’ 
3^ 4) = col{q,q,6,9) and let y = 6 yields the following state space representation of 
(4.4): 
X = f{x) + gi{x)u + g2{x)F, 
y = (4.5) 
where 
0：2 1 [ 0 0 
—Xi-fcx^  sin 3:3 -ecosxa 1 
fix) = l-e2cos2:r3 ’ 仍 ⑷ = 1 - 口 咖 2 怎 3 ’ 仍 ⑷ 二 2cos2a:3 ’ 
X4 0 0 
£Cosz3(xi-ex^  sin 13) -1 -ecos X3 
_ 1 —£2 cos^ X3 _ l - e ^ COS^ X 3 」 L COS^ X3 _ 
where 1 — e^  cos^ 2:3 + 0 for all 2:3 and e < 1. The disturbance rejection problem we 
consider in this section is to design a output feedback controller such that, under 
some sinusoidal disturbance with unknown amplitude A爪，for all sufficiently small 
initial state of the plant and the control law, and all sufficiently small A^n, the 
solution of the closed-loop system exists and is bounded for all t >0, and the angular 
of the proof body x^ asymptotically approaches 0. We introduce the following system 
as exosystem 
i) = Aiv.t > 0, 
幻(0) = vo, (4.6) 
with 
_ 1 r 1 「 “ 
0 w t i^(O) 
V2 -U! 0 灼(0) 
J L J L -J 
We rewrite the composite system consisting of the RTAC system (4.5) with F = vi 
and the exosystem as follows 
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Xi X2 
• -xi+£i4 sin 13 — e(cos X3)u+vi 
1 - £ 2 COS2 X3 
知 = . (4.7) 
工 4 1—2 cos2 13 
V\ U)V2 
V2 —U>Vi 
Thus the disturbance rejection problem described above can be formulated as looking 
for a controller of the form 
U 二 M么’工3)， 
i = gz{z,X3). (4.8) 
where z e for some integer n^ is the state of the controller, k and g^ are 
sufficiently smooth functions satisfying fc(0’0) = 0 and p2(0’0) = •• The objective 
of output regulation problem is to design a feedback controller described by (4.8) 
such that 
(i) For all sufficiently small initial state a;(0), 2(0), and i'(O), the trajectories 
of the closed-loop system exist and are bounded for all t>0. 
(ii) The tracking error e{t) approaches zero asymptotically, i.e., 
lime ⑴ = 0 . 
Since X3 is considered as system (measurable) output, the controller described by 
(4.8) is called (measurement) output feedback control. In reality, the value of e is 
not precisely known. If the controller is required to maintain the above asymptotic 
disturbance rejection property in the presence of the variation of the parameter e, 
then the problem of designing such a controller is called the robust output regulation 
problem [32], To establish the solvability of the output regulation problem in terms 
of the given plant, we rewrite (4.7) in a compact form as follows: 
X = f{x,u,v), 
y = h{x,u,v), 
i) = Aiv,t > 0. (4.9) 
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where x e R"" is the plant state, u e R"^ is the plant input, y e BP is the plant 
output representing the tracking error, v £ W is the exogenous signal representing 
the disturbance and/or the reference signal, f and h are sufficiently smooth functions 
satisfying /(0’0,0) = 0 and /i(0,0,0) = 0. The closed loop system with exosystem 
is written as 
士 c = /c(工 c,…， 
Vc = hc{xc,v), 
V = Aiv,t > 0, (4.10) 
where Xc = col{x, z) and 
“ � f{x,k{z),v) 
M^cV)= , 
• 9{z,h{x,k{z),v)) _ 
hc{xc,v) = h{x,k{z),v). 
It is known from the standard output regulation theory (Theorem 3.8 [32]) that in 
order to solve the above output regulation problem we need the following assump-
tions and lemma. 
Assump t i on 4.1 The exosystem is neutrally stable, i.e., the eigenvalues of Ai are 
simple and have zeros real parts. 
Assump t i on 4.2 The pair 
( g ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) I i ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) ) 
is stabilizable. 
Assump t i on 4.3 The pair 
f [ i ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) , t ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) 1 , f 髮(。’。’。）髮(•，。，•) 1 ) V L � Ai J 乂 
is detectable. 
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L e m m a 4.1 ： Under Assumption 4.1，suppose there exists a dynamic (measure-
ment) output feedback control law of the form (4.8) such that the closed loop system 
(4.10) has the following property: All the eigenvalues of the matrix 繞 ( 0 , 0 ) have 
negative real parts. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) The nonlinear output regulation problem is solvable by the dynamic (mea-
surement) output feedback controller (4.8). 
(ii) There exists a sufficiently smooth function Xc(^0 with Xc(0) = 0 such that 
尝 Aiw = /clxc-y), 
0 = hc{yic,v) (4.11) 
I 
The solvability of the regulator equations is related to the zero dynamics of the 
composite system (4.7). Using the approach given in [32], we can find the zero 
dynamics of the composite system in the following way. Differentiating the error 
output e twice gives 
e = ±3 = X4, 
. . _ . _ e cos X3(xi - ea;专 sin 0:3) - 6(cos 0:3)^ 1 + u e = Xti = ： 9 5 • 1 — e^  cos^ x^ 
The composite system has a well defined relative degree 2 at the origin. By using 
the algorithm in Remark 3.29 in [32] we have the following 
Da{x,v)=-——/ ’ 
1 - COS^  X3 
„ , 、一 € COS 3:3(3:1 - exl sin 0:3) - e(cos X3)vi 
她 ^ = l-e2cos2:r3 ’ 
Ha{x,v)= 幻 . 
where 
Ea{x,v) = L)h[x,v), 
_ -
h{x,v) 
Ha{x,v)= ： ’ 
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where r is the relative degree of the system. Since the hypersurface Ha{x,v) = 0 
defines the maximal output manifold of the composite system (4.7), and the corre-
sponding state feedback control Ue{x,v) is governed by the following equation: 
Da{x, v)Ue{x, v) + Ea{x, v) 二 0. (4.12) 
Then the following is directly from Remark 3.29 in [32]: The partition of the state 
工 1 = C01{X3,X4), x^ = C0l{xi,x2) and the following functions: 
xi = = 0 ， 
0 
Ue{x,v) = -"^a(,’幻! = -(ecos 0:3(3; i - €xl smx^) - e{cosx:i)vi), 
Da[x,v) 
Ue{x,v) = -exi + evi, 
as well as the zero dynamics 
士 1 = X2, 
土 2 = - 工 1 + 仍 一 a^e = - ( 1 - 。 工 1 + ( 1 - 二 一 工 1 + 幻 1 ’ 
1 - e2 1 — e2 
- n r* "1 
ih 0 oj 
V2 -uj 0 
L J L -
Therefore, the solution of the regulator equations is given by 
x i ⑷ 
x(i;) = X2 ⑷ ， — ) = Ue(x(—):=-exi ⑷ + 0；1’ (4.13) 
0 
0 
with xi(t;) and X2(?;) satisfying 
a AiV = X2 ⑷ ’ 
ov 
加 1 ⑷ ^ ,、， 。 Aiv = -xi(v) +vi. ov 
Let xi(t') = + X2(v) = CJV2 + where ci is a constant to be defined. 
dx2 . 2 … 2 +1 
= —LJ Vi = —w vi 
ov Ci Ci 
= — 
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Then we have Ci = Thus we have the solution of the regulator equations as 
follows: 
^ Vl 
Mv) = 一 1 , u{v) = Ue{x{v),v) = - e — - + evi. 
0 w 
0 
Let c = --2^ •) then 
U^*— 1 ‘ 
CVi 
CUJV2 
X…）= ’ u{v) = Ue{x{v),v) = —e(c — (4.14) 
0 
0 
Since the solution of the regulator equations is polynomial in v, linear internal model 
would be enough for the output regulation design. Now, we are in position to check 
whether the system satisfies Assumption 4.2 and 4.3. Next, a simple calculation 
gives the linearization of the RTAC system at the origin: 
- — r 1 r -
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
|Z(o,o’o) 二 • 。 。 ， | / ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) = ^ ’ g ( 0 ’ 。 ’ 0 ) = 占 。 . 
彻 0 0 0 1 加 0 ^^ 0 0 
ril^ 0 0 0 l i i lEf^ • 
L � L J -1 
It can be easily verified that the pair 
( g ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) , g ( 0 . 0 , 0 ) ) 
is controllable for all 0 < e < 1, and the pair 
(丨 £ (。’。’。)’》’。應 f 髮(。。。’。)Tl) 
• -
=([0 0 1 0 0 0],丨髮(。’•，。）髮(•’。’•) 1)， 
\ [ 0 成 J 
is detectable. Thus the problem can be solvable by a dynamic measurement output 
feedback control. To start with, we first give the state feedback control law that 
solves the output regulation problem is 
u = u(?;) + K:c{x - x{v)), (4.15) 
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where K工 is such that (0,0,0) + ^(0,0,0)K：, is Hurwitz. Let L = col�Li, L2) 
with Li € and L2 G i^^xi be such that 
-髮( • ’ •，• ) (4.16) 
0 L2 
L 」 L _ 
is Hurwitz, where C ^ = [0 0 1 0 0 0]. Let z = col{zi,Z2) with Zi G R"^  
and Z2 e B?. Then a dynamic output feedback controller that solves the output 
regulation problem for the RTAC system can be obtained as follows: 
u = = u{z2) + - X{Z2)), 
. , � f{zi,k{zuZ2),Z2) + Li{y - h{zi,k{zi,z2),z2)) z = g�z�y) = • (4.17) 
_ ^122 + L2{y - h{y - h{zi, k{zi,z2), Z2))) 
We use e = 0.2’ which is given in the benchmark problem [4] as the nominal value, 
and specify w = 3. Also, we select K：, = [-16.2092 —82.9945 -15.2571 -20.6271] 
to place the eigenvalues of|f(0,0,0)+|f(0,0’ O)^^： at {-0.8480±2.5200、-1.2500士 
0.8280i}. The above eigenvalue placement is based on the ITAE (integral of the time 
multiplied by the absolute value of the error) prototype design with cut off frequency 








to place the eigenvalues of (4.16) at { — 12.6325, -0.1871 士 3.0918i’ -1.3627’ 
-0.7065 土 1.1866i}. To run the computer simulation we choose the initial state as 
x{0) = [0.1 0 0.15 o r , 2(0) = [0 0 0 0 0 Op and = [1 Of . Figure 
4.2 shows the profile of angular position 0:3 of the proof body of the closed-loop 
system. It can be seen that this controller is able to completely eliminate the affect 
of the disturbance on the output as time tends to infinity. Figure 4.3-4.5 shows the 
profiles of the other state variables Xi,X2,X4 and their steady states. The profile of 
control input is depicted in Figure 4.6. As we can see from the figures, all states 
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Figure 4.2: System output y 
and control input converge to their steady state. The proposed controller solves the 
(local) output regulation problem for the RTAC system. 
Next we take a look at what will happen if the parameter e undergoes pertur-
bations. Figure 4.7 shows the profile of angular position 0:3 of the proof body of 
the closed-loop system under the same controller with the parameter e being equal 
to 0.15 or 0.1. It can be seen that when the parameter e deviates from its nominal 
value 0.2，the angular position x^ displays a non-decaying oscillation. Thus we have 
seen that the performance of this controller is not robust with respect to parameter 
variations. It is desirable to have a regulator that can maintain its performance 
in the presence of small parameter variations. Such a regulator is called a robust 
regulator, and will be introduced in the next subsection. 
4.3 Robust Disturbance rejection problem of the 
RTAC system by output feedback 
As it was shown in the previous section, the controller designed based on the output 
regulation theory performs poorly when the system parameter e undergoes a per-
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Figure 4.4: Trajectories of X2 and its steady state 
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Figure 4.6: The profile of control input and its steady state 
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Figure 4.7: System output y 
turbation. In this section, we will address the robust output regulation problem for 
the RTAC system by taking the angular position x^ of the proof body as measurable 
output variable. Firstly, let's gives the robust version of the solution of the regulator 
equations of the RTAC system. Prom (4.4), we can see that inaccurate modeling 
the physical system would cause the parameter e varying, or cause some error to 
e. Since the change of e would affect the solution of the regulator equation, to this 
end, let e' = e + then we have 
CV\ 
= ， u … ， = — e'(c _ 1)巧=—e'c'vi, (4.18) 
0 
0 
where w denotes the uncertainty of c' = c — 1. 
As is now well known that, under some assumptions, the robust output regulation 
problem for a given plant can be converted into a robust stabilization problem of 
an augmented system composed of the given plant and the so called internal model. 
To introduce this conversion, let us summarize the framework developed in [30]. 
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Given a plant modeled by the following dynamic equation: 
X = f{x,U,V,w),x{0) = Xq, 
y = h{x,u,v,w), 
V = Aiv,v{0)=vo,t>0, (4.19) 
where x,u,v and y are the same as defined before, and w G R""" representing the 
unknown plant parameter whose nominal value is 0. the functions /，h are sufficiently 
smooth and satisfying /(0,0,0, it;) = 0 and h{0,0,0,w) = 0 for all w. 
In order to solve the robust output regulation problem, we need the following 
assumptions. 
Assumpt ion 4.4 The exosystem is neutrally stable, i.e., the eigenvalues of Ai are 
simple and have zero real parts. 
Assumpt ion 4.5 There exist sufficiently smooth functions :x.{v,w) and u{v,w) 
with x(0，0) = 0 and u(0’0) = 0 satisfying, for edl v e V , 3,nd w e W, where 
W C and V C W are open neighborhoods of the origin of BT"" and W respec-
tively, the following equations 
二 秘 ) A i V = 
0 二 "(x(v’i<;)’u(t;,ty)’t;’i/;). (4.20) 
We further assume that the solution of the regulator equations satisfies the fol-
lowing: 
Assump t i on 4.6 There exist integer n^ and sufficiently smooth functions, which 
vanish at the origin, r^ : i?"", T^ : i?"" h R�and matrix G 
such that, for all trajectories of the exosystem and all w G 
Moreover, the pair ( 少 ， i s observable, where 屯 is the gradient of T^ at the origin. 
R e m a r k 4.1 Under Assumptions 4.4 to 4.6, it is possible to construct an internal 
model for system (4.19) with output u in the sense described in [30]. In fact, let 
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(M, N) be controllable pair with M Hurwitz and N column vector, let T satisfy the 
Sylvester equation T^ - MT = m, let 0 = Tr« and (3 = T(T-Vu). Then, the 
following system 
7) = Mr] + N{u - (5{ri) + W-^r]). (4.21) 
is an internal model of (4.19) with output u. i 
Attaching the internal model to the given plant (4.19) yields the following augmented 
system 
X = f{x,u,v,w), 
y = h{x,u,v,w), 
f) = MT] + N(u-P{r)) + W-^r)). (4.22) 
Performing on (4.22) the following coordinate and input transformation: 
X = X — x(t;,K；), 
V = ” 一 
u = u- P{ri) 
gives a new system denoted by 
圭 = f { x , f j , u , v , w ) , 
fj = {M + + Nu, 
e = h{x,fj,u,v,w), (4.23) 
where 
/(S’ fj, u, V, w) = f{x, u, V, w) - /(x(7；’ w), u{v, w), 
It can be shown that [32], (4.23) has the following property, 
= 0 ’ 
h{0,0,0,v,w) = 0. 
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Theorem 4.1 Suppose system (4.19) satisfies Assumptions 4.4 to 4.6，and has an 
internal model formulated by (4.21). Then if a controller of the form 
u = 
t = (4.24) 
where ^ G R^^, and k and ( are sufficiently smooth satisfying k (0,0) = 0 and 
C(0,0) = 0’ solves the robust stabilization problem for the augmented system (4.23), 
then the following controller 
u = p{n) + k{^,e) 
i = 
7) = Mr] + N{u-P{r]) + W ^ r i ) . (4.25) 
solves the robust output regulation problem for the plant (4.19). i 
To apply the above theory to the RTAC system, we need to check if Assump-
tions 4.4 to 4.6 are satisfied. Indeed, Assumption 4.4 is satisfied and (4.18) shows 
Assumption 4.5 is satisfied. To check Assumption 4.6 hold, let go{x,u) = 
tt{v,w) = —e'dvi and 7r{v,w) = uj€'c'v2. Since X'i{v,w) = 0，there is no need to find 
a steady state generator for 2:3. We only need to find a steady state generator for 
u. Let 'k{v, w) = u(u’w)’ then 亓(u) = J^e'c'vi. Therefore, the zeroing polynomial 
P(A) for 7r(/u’ w), is P(A) = A^  + oA Let [“(tt’ tt) = 7r(v, w), the gradient of .)’ 
r , I" 0 1 ] 
is ^ = [1 0], and the companion matrix for P(A) is $ = . Then we can 
-(J? 0 
design a steady state generator with output go{x,u) =u as follows: 
TT 1 「 0 1 9 = T ，$二 , ^ = [1 0], 
ir J [ 0 
a{e) = = r{T-'e) = ru{T-'9) ^ pu{e) = ^^r-'e. 
where T e is any nonsingular matrix satisfying the following Sylvester equa-
tion 
T^-MT = (4.26) 
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Since the pair (屯’ is observable the steady-state generator is linearly observable. 
Corresponding to the above steady state generator, we can obtain an internal model 
for the system as follows: 
7) = M77 + Nu, (4.27) 
where M is a Hurwitz matrix, (M, N) is a controllable pair. Performing on the plant 
and the internal model the following coordinate and input transformation: 
fj = 7] — 6{v,w) 
= xi - :>ci{v,w), 
X2 = X2 - X2(v,w), 
无3 = 0：3 _ X3(^;’uO 二 e’ 
X4 = X4 — X4(v,w) = X4, 
u = u— 屯 
gives the augmented system as follows: 
圭 1 = 
工2 = 工 2 ^ ^ 成 化 
= - x i {v, w) + exi s in Xs - e cos x^ju + ^ T " ^ (fy + g)) + Vi ( 〕 : 丄 ( 。 ⑷ , … ) 
1 一 e2 C0s2 3：3 ‘ ‘ 
圭 3 = 
丄 _ ecos无3(无 1 + exl sinxs) - ecosX3V1 + (n + + 6')) 
工 4 = : 5 5 “ ) 1 — cos^  X3 
n = {M + + Nu. (4.28) 
It suffices to locally stabilize the equilibrium point at the origin of (4.28) with 二 0 
and ly = 0 by a controller depending on X3 only. Linearizing (4.28) with = 0 and 
!(； = 0, gives 
圭 1 = 
, -xi - e{u + W-'^fj) 
无2 二 ’ 
去3 = 无4， 
丄 _ exi + {u + W-^f}) 
工 4 = m i ’ 
fj = {M + + Nu. (4.29) 
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Rewriting the above system in a compact form as 
圭 = + Brjfj + Bu, 
fj = (M + + Nu, (4.30) 
where 
0 1 0 0 Oix2 0 
无2 ’ h 吞 • • • ’ 召 玲 卵 - 1 ’ 否 = 爲 . 
0 0 0 1 0ix2 0 
J L i f l i 0 0 o j |_ t^^T-' j [ l i . _ 
The augmented system after coordinate and input transformation is then 
凌 A Beta X B 
— 11 
fj 0 M + iV 屯 T-i fj N ， 
y^ = e = [0 0 1 0 0 0] z =Cm 工 • (4.31) 
V J [ V _ 
Then it can be verified that the linear system with col(x,fj) as the state, u as the 
input, and Pm as the output is both stabilizable and detectable. Now let K and L 
be such that the two matrices 
B” l + P l ^ (4,32) 
0 M + 肩 J [ N 
and 
乂 爲 - L C m (4.33) 
0 M + NW-^ 
are Hurwitz. Then a linear output feedback controller that stabilizes (4.28) can be 
given as follows: 
U = /《 ’ 
； � A 1 \ B , � 
C = ” C + u + L i x s - C s ) , 
0 M + 肩：T - i N 
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Then the controller that solves the robust output regulation problem of the original 
system is given as follows: 
u = K(i + 
“ n r "1 
• A B„ B 
c = , C + i^C + i^0^3-C3)， 
0 M + 層 T-i N 
f] = Mr] + Nu. (4.34) 
As in the benchmark problem [4], we use the nominal value of e 二 0.2, and use 
the parameters in [6], which are claimed to be typical, for the test of robustness. 
When no additional proof masses are attached to the arm, the value of the coupling 
parameter e — 0.14. In a typical configuration of 5 additional proof masses mounted 
on the arm 3.875 inch from the rotation axis, the coupling increases to e 二 0.18. 
0 1 0 
By specifying M = with ai < 0 and a2 < 0’ •/V = ’ and T is the 
0,1 a2 1 
solution of the Sylvester equation (4.26) which can be obtained as : 
—ai — 02 
T — +U)4 4.2w2ai a^ w^  +u;4 ai 
一 . . 2 o j —ai— 
and 
, —ai — —ai T-i = . 
(120；2 —ai — up" 
If we specify the various parameters as follows: 
O i l [ 0 ^ 
M = ,N = ,0； 二 2. 
-4 -2 J |_ 1 
Solving the Sylvester equation gives 
一0.0820 -0.0328 
T = . 
[0.2951 -0.0820 
We choose K = [6.807 - 4.671 - 1.158 一 2.941 5.691 - 2.136] such that 
the eigenvalues of (4.32) are {-0.4031 士 1.6422i’ -0.7536 士 1.0176i’ -0.9565 士 
0.3708i, } and L = [631.2000 -170.6081 18.7500 132.2708 -18.6918 71.7329]^ such 
that the eigenvalues of (4.32) are {-1.50 土 1.5i，-2.25, —3.75’ -4.5, -5.25}. 
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Computer simulations have been used to evaluate the performance of the closed-
loop system with the initial state being a;(0) = co^(0.1 0 0.15 0), C(0) = 0，7^(0)= 
0，v{0) = [1 0] with nominal value of e 二 0.2. To show the robustness we specify 
and e = 0.14 and e = 0.18, and to compare the results obtained in the previous 
section, we choose e = 0.15 and e = 0.1. As expected, the parameter variations do 
not affect the steady state response of the output. This is in sharp contrast with 
the nonlinear servo-regulator designed in the previous not robust method where the 
parameter variation significantly affects the steady state response of the output. 
4.4 Conclusion 
The asymptotic disturbance rejection problem and robust asymptotic disturbance 
rejection problem for the RTAC system have been investigated in this chapter. Com-
pared with some previous work such as [34], we have selected the angular position 
of the proof body as output and have given another set of solution to the regula-
tor equations. Only the output have been used for feedback design while both the 
position of the cart and the angular position of the proof body had taken as mea-
surement output for feedback design in [34]. We compared the results obtained by 
asymptotic disturbance rejection method and robust asymptotic disturbance rejec-
tion method by Matlab simulation which indicated the superior performance of the 
robust output regulation method in comparison with the output regulation method. 
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In this thesis, we have addressed an important and open issue in nonlinear control 
theory: robust output regulation for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems. Some 
concluding remarks are given as follows. 
In the first part of this thesis, we have addressed the global robust output reg-
ulation problem for the class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems in lower 
triangular form. In [13] and [32] the authors studied global robust output regula-
tion problem for the class of nonlinear systems in lower triangular form, where the 
zero dynamics was assumed to have certain RISS property. Based on the results 
obtained in [13] and [32], we further addressed the global robust output regulation 
problem for this class of lower triangular systems but relax the RISS assumption on 
the zero dynamics. The basic idea is to utilize the state of the zero dynamics of the 
plant for feedback control. A set of sufficient conditions are presented for solving 
the problem. Examples have been worked out to illustrate the design method. 
In the second part of this thesis, by appealing to the general framework for 
tackling the robust output regulation problem in [30], [32] and the preliminary results 
on global stabilization of a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems in lower 
triangular form proposed in [42] and [43) ’ we have addressed the global robust output 
regulation problem for a class of non-minimum phase nonlinear systems in lower 
triangular form. The robust output regulation problem under consideration in this 
thesis is more general and complicated than that studied in [21] in sense that 
(i) the plant investigated in [21] is a special case of the plant investigated in 
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this thesis. 
(ii) we designed an output feedback control to stabilize the system while in-
stead of designing an output feedback control law to stabilize the system, it 
was assumed that there existed an output feedback control law that stabilized 
the disturbance free system in [21]. 
In the third part of this thesis, we have investigated a benchmark problem for 
nonlinear control design: disturbance rejection problem and robust disturbance re-
jection problem for the RTAC system by output feedback control. We have selected 
the angular position of the proof body as output and have given a set of solu-
tion to the corresponding regulator equations. Only the output has been used for 
feedback design in this thesis while both the position of the cart and the angular po-
sition of the proof body had been taken as measurement output for feedback design 
in [34]. Results obtained by asymptotic disturbance rejection method and robust 
asymptotic disturbance rejection method have been compared by Matlab simulation 
which indicated the superior performance of the robust output regulation method 
in comparison with the output regulation method. 
To conclude this thesis, we will give some future research perspectives. Currently, 
we have developed some tools to solve the global robust output regulation problems 
for non-minimum phase nonlinear systems. It is noted that one vital issue has not 
been fully addressed in chapter 2, that is, how to construct an appropriate internal 
model to enable the satisfaction of Assumption 2.5. This issue should be further 
considered in the future work. Also, similar issue occurs to Assumption 3.6. We 
have not addressed the problem when it would be hold. Also, Assumption 3.6 is 
quite restrictive, how to relax it needs further investigation. 
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